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Switzerland, the land of hoSpitality
Many acute medical therapies are complemented by rehabilitation measures 
or rounded off by a stay at a health resort or a holiday. therefore the signifi-
cance of the host country’s ambience for patients and their family should not 
be underestimated. patients and visitors benefit from Switzerland’s pristine 
natural beauty, the world famous hospitality of its hotellery, its well devel-
oped public transportation system, its political and economic stability and 
safety as well as the ease of its contacts with authorities, its economic ties and 
financial services … and sometimes from the most exclusive luxury shopping 
in europe as well.

Switzerland, the land of reSearch
a remarkable amount of research conducted for the advancement of top-class 
medicine is based in Switzerland. this may well explain why Switzerland is 
so often the first choice destination for the treatment of serious diseases in 
adults and children.

the following specialist areas, amongst others, enjoy an international repu-
tation: paediatrics, the treatment of sports injuries, orthopaedics, cardiology 
and heart surgery, the treatment of spinal cord injuries, oncology, obstetrics 
… in short, the complete range of acute and outpatient medical care as well 
as a wide variety of rehabilitation measures.

Switzerland, the land
of outStanding cuStoMer Service
the highly professional all-round service which international patients receive 
is typical of the Swiss health care system: we contact the referring doctors 
(medical file), take care of visa matters, contact local authorities, provide 
interpreting services and everything else that patients may need for and dur-
ing their hospital stay. for accompanying family members and staff, we or-
ganise hotel accommodation as well as cultural, touristic and entertainment 
activities, such as shopping tours, as required.
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Opening speech president Of swiss health

I аm glad to present the latest issue of Swiss Health magazine. Swiss doctors cher-
ish their traditions as well as striving for innovation. The connection between the 
traditional and the modern is a distinctive feature of our medicine. However, the 
main characteristic of the Swiss is the highest standard of services, including health 
care. I am pleased that there is such a magazine as this one. People coming to Swit-
zerland for medical treatment or a consultation with a physician will now be much 
better informed about the diversity of our medical institutions. They will be better 
equipped to choose a specialist who will help with their specific situation as much 
as possible and give professional advice. Our hotels, our transport – all the informa-
tion you need is provided in the pages of Swiss Health magazine. This magazine is a 
kind of reference work, but at the same time it makes for fascinating reading – you 
will learn about the wide range of Swiss expertise in various fields.

DEAR READERS

Best wishes!

PeTer KaPPerT,
President of the Swiss Health organization.



Excellence in medicine
and hospitality
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Excellence in medicine
and hospitality

We are pleased to present the summer issue of our mag-
azine. More than «just another» issue, it is a special one 
for us. From this point forward, the magazine will be 
published in two languages: russian and english. Soon, 
arabic will be added. We constantly receive requests to 
expand our publication into other languages, as well. 
additionally, we are preparing to develop an online 
version, in which we will publish articles in a greater 
variety of subjects. Such areas as spas and wellness, 
healthy eating and all that accompanies the concept 
of the «Swiss healthy life» have found a place on the 
pages of Swiss Health. 
Our brands are expand-
ing, and each supports 
the others.

even in a time when 
the world is shaken by 
political and econom-
ic crises, Swiss doctors 
continue their mission: 
treating people. Today, 
Swiss Health is a venue 
for the dissemination 
of knowledge, and the involvement of medical pro-
fessionals allows us to explore many topics of interest 
to our readers.

In this issue, we tried again to touch the most topical 
issues. Professor Dr. Daniel Fink, head of the Depart-
ment of Gynaecology at University Hospital in Zurich, 
will discuss the recent progress made in the diagno-
sis and treatment of breast cancer. Professor Dr. Karl 
Schaller, chief physician of the Department of Neu-
rosurgery at the University of Geneva Medical Centre 
(HUG), will talk about the treatment of epilepsy with 
the help of surgery. a conversation with alain Lironi, a 
unique specialist in paediatric surgery at Hôpital de La 
Tour, explores an emerging risk to men’s health. Tes-
ticular surgery, performed in infancy, may help solve 

this problem. additionally, new rejuvenation programs 
are discussed in an interview with Dr. reza Tavassoli, 
head of la Clinique Biotonus in Montreux. Professor 
Dr. Mazda Farshad, the head of Spine Surgery at Uni-
versity Hospital Balgrist, explores the degenerative 
changes that can occur in the spine. Dr. Christian Schle-
gel, head of the Swiss Olympic Medical Centre at Bad 
ragaz, talks about osteoarthritis. Dr. Joerg Schulen-
burg, of the Merian Iselin Clinic, has initiated a project 
unique to Switzerland, called Joint Progress. We also 
talk with a resident of Geneva about the importance 

of a healthy lifestyle for 
sports and for today’s 
woman. This month’s 
cover is graced by Ms. 
Natalia Freidina, a fa-
mous race driver.

It is, of course, im-
portant to choose the 
right hospital and a doc-
tor for your medical 
needs. However, it is 
also important to get 

there as efficiently as possible in a time of need. The 
process should be as quick and convenient as possible, 
particularly in the event of illness. Swiss air stands 
apart from the competition in this regard. The Swiss 
Pass – a ticket designed specifically for foreigners trav-
elling to Switzerland – will help save money on the trip.

Swiss Health is in line with the long tradition of 
Switzerland’s excellent health care system. When it 
comes to health and quality of life, only the best is 
good enough. Diseases can be resolved, in which case 
you might want to visit Switzerland as a tourist. This 
is responsibility of our partners from Swiss Tourism 
and welcoming Swiss hotels. Get the information you 
will need right here, in this issue!

DEAR READERS

Wishing you all the best,

aNDreJ reLJIC 
Managing Director

Swiss Health 
Organization

MarIa-aNNa LaeMMLI 
Publisher/Editor in Chief 

Swiss Health 
Magazine

editOr´s letter
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DOCTORS

our heroes
Professor Karl Schaller, chief physician of department of neurosurgery at Geneva University Hospitals (HUG); alain Lironi, 

specialist in pediatric surgery at the Hôpital de La tour; dr. Joerg Schulenburg specialist in orthopedics and sports medicine at 

the merian iselin Clinic; dr. reza tavassoli, head of Biotonus Clinique in montreux; Professor daniel fink, m.d., the Head of 

the department of Gynecology at University Hospital Zurich; Pd dr. mazda farshad, Head of Spine Surgery at the Balgrist 

University Hospital; Lowell monkhouse, the founder of the Küsnacht Practice and a specialist in addiction treatment; dr. 

véronique emmenegger, medical director and co-founder of Clinic Lémanic; dr. Christian Schlegel, head of the Swiss olympic 

medical Center in Bad ragaz.
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Epilepsy is one of the most widespread diseases of the nervous system. Due 
to its peculiarities, it represents a serious medical and social problem. It is 

believed that epilepsy is almost incurable. And people with such diagnosis are 
doomed to take medications permanently. Also there are a lot of limitations 

for such patients. 
TEXT Кarin Berg

BRaInSTORmIng
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rofessor Karl Schaller, chief doctor of neu-
rosurgery department at Geneva University 
Hospital (Hopitaux Universitaires de Gene-
ve, HUG), engaged in research in this field, 

is convinced that this disease can be defeated as well. 
Department headed by him offers the most uncom-
mon surgeries which help get rid of the inferior per-
son feeling once and for all.

– Professor Schaller, is epilepsy a congenital or 
evoked disease?

– Both options are possible. If we talk about chil-
dren and teenagers, they have a special kind of epilep-
sy which can go away by itself without any treatment 
or surgery. But there are also the patients who suffer 
from epilepsy since childhood, even from birth, at the 
same time having such congenital diseases as defor-
mities or anomalies of brain development. They can 
have thousands of epileptic seizures per day! Some-
times epilepsy occurs as a consequence of other dis-
eases, for example, skull trauma or tumor. This is 
symptomatic epilepsy. There are also professions and 
hobbies with increased probability of craniocerebral 
traumas which can lead to epilepsy. These include 
football, diving, boxing...

– But what is the reason of seizures?
– Human’s brain has a certain quantity of neurons 

which oscillate in a normal rhythm. But this rhythm 

may be disturbed by some kind of exciter. Sudden ex-
citation leads to the irritation of these cells and, when 
the irritation reaches critical point, the patient experi-
ences convulsive seizure. This can happen both dur-
ing sleep and while the patient is awake. It can also 
happen that the patient will not notice their condi-
tion, they do not realize that it is a seizure, but sud-
denly find themselves in an unexpected place, per-
haps even lying on the ground. 

Sometimes, the disease develops spontaneously, 
with no known cause. alternatively, it can develop 
as a result of the fact that the patient often had fe-
ver in their childhood. This affects certain part of 
the brain and makes it highly perceptive. Over time, 
such deterioration can provoke epilepsy. It can also 
happen that seizure occurred unexpectedly, for ex-
ample, if a man is under stress. Moreover, develop-
ment of epilepsy is promoted by alcohol and other 
narcotic substances. 

One person in a hundred or two hundred experi-
ences epileptic seizure once in his lifetime. 

– How can we characterize what a person feels 
during seizure?

– There is no single answer here, this disease has 
a lot of various forms. There is epilepsy with mem-
ory loss and there is one without it. There is epilep-
sy with image distortion. One person simply falls 
down, losing consciousness, another has some hallu-
cinations related to the moon at this moment. Some 
patients experience sense organs disruptions. It of-
ten occurs before serious seizure. Such people lose 
sense of smell, have «already seen» the so-called déjà 
vu symptoms. They have an unusual feeling in their 
stomach or something else. all this can also be con-

SwiSS doctorS |  geneva University hOspitals

P

KArL sChALLer 
Professor, Chief Doctor of neurosurgery 
department at Geneva University Hospi-

tal, professor of the Medical Center of Ge-
neva University. Graduated from Tubingen 
University, received post-graduate medi-
cal education majoring in neurosurgery at 

Duisburg and Bonn, Germany. 
Main expertise: surgery and research ac-
tivity in neurovascular surgery, treatment 

of epilepsy and brain tumors. A member of 
editorial boards in such magazines as Acta 

Neurochirurgica, Neurosurgical Focus, 
Neurosurgery, and World Neurosurgery. 
Elected president of the Scientific Coun-
cil of the European Association of Neuro-
surgical Societies (EANS) and co-founder 
of Geneva Institute, Research and Train-

ing Center in the field of new surgery 
technologies.
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sidered as temporary epilepsy. However, headaches 
are usually not the symptom.

– So, what you are saying is that déjà vu is a sign 
of epilepsy? 

 – Not necessarily. Déjà vu is accompanied by oth-
er symptoms during epilepsy, for example, feeling of 
heat, mental disorders. But if the parents started no-
ticing that their child experiences such conditions reg-
ularly, it is necessary to take him to a pediatric neu-
rologist for examination.

– What if you noticed that you had the symp-
toms described by you? Do you need to visit a 
neurologist at your home place before going to 
neurosurgery department of Geneva University 
Hospital?

– Of course, we have our own doctor, and even dur-
ing primary examination they will see if treatment is 
required. They will also explain to a patient when the 
pills can help and when a surgery is required. 

Preparation to a surgery, specification of diagnosis, 
clarification of the fact whether a patient is a positive 
candidate for such kind of treatment, and certain ma-
nipulations is a very complicated and costly process. 
Such research is not done (or not done well enough) 
in other countries. Switzerland is a leading country 
in this field. That is why the people who suffer from 
epilepsy rarely come to our hospital on an emergen-
cy basis. Usually, they are here on pre-planned vis-
its, with the participation of their family or even with 
state support. and it is us who decide whether a sur-
gery is required or not. 

– And do other people live a normal life taking 
certain medications? 

– The decisive thing here is an answer to the ques-
tion: can the patient be treated using various med-
ications? If yes, it is the best option. But when it is 
impossible (this happens approximately in 10-30% 
of chronic epilepsy cases), we launch the process of 
complicated diagnostic examination. electrodes are 
fixed to the person’s head for several days and they 
must induce seizures conscientiously. It is done so 
that a doctor could see in which parts of the brain 
the excitement occurs. How it is spread in the brain. 

and then the result is fixed in anatomic images with 
the help of computer or computerized tomography.

about two thirds of all the epileptic diseases, which 
can be treated well with the help of a surgery, are lo-
calized in the temporal lobe of the brain. If such pa-
tient undergoes a surgery, there is 80% chance that 
they will never again experience seizure in their life! 
In complicated cases (up to 500 seizures per day) they 
may not go away completely after a surgery, but will 
decrease to 50. and this is already a big win.

– Very few hospitals can perform surgeries of-
fered by you.. Is this connected with uniqueness 
of equipment or is it a question of specialists?

– Complicated surgeries in this field are a new thing 
that is why they are very expensive. a person can be-
come a candidate for such an intervention only when 
they passed a long series of diagnostics. Sometimes, it 
is necessary to open the skull and implant electrodes 
for days or even weeks in order to find out the details 
about epilepsy of a particular patient. Only then, at a 
second or third stage electrodes are taken out and re-
section in the corresponding area of the brain is done 
simultaneously. Such surgery can cost about one hun-
dred thousand francs. Highly qualified specialists and 
their assistants are required to perform it. Such assis-
tants are not surgeons, but they also take part in a sur-
gery and know how to analyze the received signals.

– Do you provide surgical services to both 
adults and children?

– Yes, we work with children starting from when 
they are just two or three months old. The earlier you 
start, the better treatment will be for the child. epilep-
sy develops from a very small area of the brain, and, 
if we are late, it can damage its other areas. Thus, it 
will restrain psychomotor development of a person in 
general. Our youngest patient is only two months old.

– How long does a surgery last and how much 
time is required for the patient to recover?

– It depends. There are simplest surgeries and there 
are some very complicated ones which can last 5-6 
hours. But even if it all went well, a person is not 
ready for contacts within 2-3 days after the surgery. 
In particular, if the temporal lobe of the brain was 
subject to the intervention, emotions suffer. at first, 
such patients seem apathetic and ill-tempered, but 
after a few weeks, their condition is normalized. If 
there are no complications, they can be discharged 
from the hospital and get back to their habitual 
surroundings. 

– It’s not easy to make a decision in favor of 
such surgery. People are usually afraid of the in-
tervention into their brain.

Our goal is to redeem the 
patient from epilepsy seizures 

and not to harm them

SwiSS doctorS |  geneva University hOspitals
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– That is why we discuss all probabilities and fore-
cast in details with the patient and their family. It 
happens that it is necessary to cut significant amount 
of tissue, but after that everything will look normal in 
appearance. On the one hand, our goal is to redeem 
the patient from epilepsy seizures and on the other 
hand not to harm them. 

But there are some conservative families which be-
lieve that it is better not to undergo a surgery, as it 
will only make things worse. Small town doctors are 
not, perhaps, aware about the newest methods and 
they can’t convince them... It is necessary to get rid 
of outdated notions about treatment and the fear 
that surgery can do some harm, because the disease 
itself harms the brain. 

– How many of such surgeries do you perform 
annually? 

– We have hundreds of epileptics, but only 30-50 
patients go as far as having a surgery. 

– Do you observe your small patients when they 
grow up? Do they really recover?

 – Yes, the majority of them experience no seizures 
in the future. If a child has fully recovered from epi-
lepsy, they will develop normally. But there are those 
who still have these seizures even though they occur 
less often. In certain cases epilepsy is only a part of 
a big problem. Such children remain disabled, but 
they will suffer less from seizures. after all, the child 
is in grave danger, losing consciousness 10-20 times 
per day. If they fall in the wrong way, they could die. 
There are no such problems after a surgery, and it is 
a big progress already. 

– Are there any documents required to undergo 
treatment at your hospital?

– The more information, the better. The perfect 
scenario is to send us your medical card with imag-
es and MrT (magnetic resonance tomography). We 
can say at least if there is any point in being admit-

ted to the hospital on this basis. If some positive re-
sult is observed after a patient has been treated by 
other doctors, then it is better to wait and to observe 
them some more. But if there are no results, we will 
certainly help them.

Besides, linguistic neuropsychological examination 
is required to diagnose epilepsy. and it is necessary to 
known how to work with languages to do this. There 
are no problems with russian patients and patients 
from europe, but is gets more difficult with those 
who come from Middle east countries.

– Are there any recommendations on how to 
protect your brain in order to prevent the disease? 

– I think that it is necessary to look after yourself 
and to be active, curious. You should constantly look 
for new targets and achieve them. all of us are dif-
ferent. But if each of us does something at their own 
level rather than just looking for comfortable condi-
tions of existence and enjoying them passively, is al-
ready good. an elderly person should stop sitting at 
home and watching TV endlessly, but rather start ex-
pressing their interest in something new. Like reading 
more, solving crossword puzzles. Inner activity is re-
quired, only in this way we can prevent degradation. 
For example, I like cycling and listening to music. 

surgery
about two thirds 
of all the epileptic 
diseases, which can 
be treated well with 
the help of a surgery, 
are localized in the 
temporal lobe of the 
brain. 

AreAs 
of speciAlizAtion
patients from all over the 
world come to HUG for di-
agnosis and treatment. it al-
lows the hospital to be one 
of the leading medical estab-
lishments in switzerland. 11 
000 employees in more than 
nine clinics are engaged in 
scientific research in close 
cooperation with Depart-
ment of Medicine at Geneva 
University. Hospital staff in-

cludes all major european 
languages interpreters.

Geneva University Hospital 
(HUG) has numerous depart-
ments and staff consisting of 
highly qualified world-level 
specialists. HUG offers diag-
nosis and treatment of on-
cologic, cardiovascular dis-
eases, diabetes, neurological 
disorders, epilepsy, liver 
diseases, and rare genetic 
and ophthalmology diseases. 
HUG has pediatric depart-

ment in which orthopedic 
and recovery surgeries are 
performed.

fAcilities
HUG technical support center 
is one of the most modern 
in europe: 39 surgery rooms, 
2 robotic surgeon and 5 sur-
gery navigation systems, 
51 intensive care wards, 
13 angiography , endoscopy 
and catheterization suites, 
43 imaging units (positron 

emission tomography, pet-
ct, spect-ct, Mrti, cyclo-
tron), and 5 roentgen thera-
py units.

contAct 
inforMAtion
Geneva University 
Hospitals
4, rue Gabrielle –
perret – Gentil
cH-1211 Geneva
tel: +41 22 372 81 88
www.hug–ge.ch
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he significance of the problem can hard-
ly be overstated: about one boy out of one 
hundred has improperly developed testes! 
and this can influence whether or not he 

can have children of his own in future, if his kind can 
reproduce and so if mankind itself can…

Precision is one of the most important factors in 
this delicate sphere and it must be observed. Par-
ents must notice the defect in time and the oper-
ation must be performed in time – no sooner, no 
later. and, of course, the, most important factor 
is the surgeon’s hands… a six-month-old baby is 

the future of man and what he will become de-
pends on a balance between all three factors. Our 
conversation concerns what the Hospital La Tour 
Geneve clinic does for boys in order for them to 
grow healthy.

– One of the most common problems in boys is 
when the testes are located improperly, are not vis-
ible during external inspection and cannot even be 
touched. The thing is, in the prenatal stage, they 
are developed in the abdominal cavity next to the 
kidneys and gradually come down to the groin, 
and then they shift to scrotum, usually on the eve 
of the birth. But sometimes it doesn’t happen and 
then you must consult a doctor.

It happens quite often, about 1 case in every 100 
boys. If they are not operated on in time, cancer 
can develop 20 years later. When the testes are not 
lowered they are either excised or relocated to the 
proper place. It is a very common operation and 
foreign patients often come to us to have it.

– Can you avoid surgery?
– Surgical intervention is not always necessary. 

Sometimes you can resolve the problem without an 
operation. It all depends on the age of the boy and 
on the circumstances. We observe babies young-
er than one year and the final diagnosis is made 
6 months later because there is a chance that the 
testes will fall into place by themselves. But if it 
doesn’t happen then we have to perform the oper-

SwiSS doctorS |  hÔpital de la tOUr

There are doctors who are there to save mankind, to say the least. A surgeon called 
Alain Lironi is known beyond Switzerland – he is a pediatric surgeon who operates 

on children from all over the world. We came to interview him about pediatric 
cardiology but suddenly we moved to another important topic that doctor Lironi 

specializes in: operations on testes in boys.
TEXT eva velme

DoCtor 
dr. alain Lironi, 

a respected pediatric 
surgeon, loves 

his work because 
pediatrics makes it 

possible to give a 
child a better future.

mankInD
TO Be COnTInueD...

T
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ation in a year because there is a risk to the repro-
ductive function: the boy loses the capacity to de-
velop spermatozoid cells every month.

– Are there age restrictions for the operation?
– In some countries surgery is done when it is 

too late – 5–6 years. and the result is worse. We 
think the boys should be operated on when they 
are younger than 2 years old. It is too hard to do 
it at a younger age – the baby’s organs are still too 
small, and the anesthesia is too much for the body 
to bear (this question is discussed with the anes-
thesiologist separately). We prefer waiting until 
the baby turns one year old: medicine has already 
proved that the best time for surgery is from 1 to 
2 years. Of course, there are cases when we have to 
operate earlier (in the case of a strangulated her-

nia). But usually the problem doesn’t require im-
mediate action, doesn’t bother the baby and dis-
turbs only the mother and father who want their 
baby to be 100% healthy.

– So, it’s really important that the parents notice 
the defect and bring the baby to the doctor, isn’t it?

– Yes, if you have the slightest suspicion that 
there is something wrong with the testes you 
have to have a clinical examination – it is very 
important.

– Does the surgery take place under general 
anesthetic?

– Yes, we use general anesthetic. We can also 
use spinal anesthesia or combine the two meth-
ods of anesthesia.

– Is it major surgery? 
– No, it’s not. Of course, it is delicate as we are 

speaking about the testes. If the testis is not found 
with a clinical or radiological examination, we 
have to use laparoscopy. First, we insert a 5 mm 
camera. We see vessels that go from the kidneys, 
we see the deferens channel. Then we insert tools 
through the abdominal cavity and place the tes-
tis in proper place during one operation. When 
the testis is palpable in the inguinal area (or de-
tected by US), we can use an inguinal approach 
without using laparoscopy. In some cases, reoper-
ation may be necessary. If the testicle is too small 
we have to excise it as there is risk of oncogenesis.

– This is, for sure, the saddest scenario...
– Indeed. When necessary, we can do a testicular 

implant later (in adolescence) though I usually try 
to talk the patient out of it as it gives only an aes-
thetic effect. But sometimes young people of 16-
17 years come to me and say: «I cannot start sex-
ual relationships with a girl with only one testis». 
That is, they had surgery in childhood and now it 
is time to communicate physically with girls and a 
new problem emerges. Then we make a prosthesis.

– Do we know the reasons why developmental 
defects of the testes appear?

– Medicine doesn’t know. Perhaps it lies in ge-
netic factors, in 10–15% of cases. The environ-
ment surely has an adverse impact on it. We have 

At the 
CLiniC 

dr. Lironi’s office is 
lined with pictures 

with thanks from his 
young patients.

The ideal time for pediatric 
surgery is when a child 
is one or two years old

SwiSS doctorS |  hÔpital de la tOUr
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more and more uro-genital malformations be-
cause of it and this concerns not only people but 
animals as well.

– Are such problems of the testes growing?
– Yes, every year. When I started my surgical 

practice in the university, such cases would be seen 
once a month and we craved the operation, as ev-
ery young doctor needs practice. Now I operate ev-
ery week, more than 50 times a year. Of course, it’s 
not an official statistic. But it is thus for my prac-
tice. and at every conference, medics say that these 
diagnoses are getting more and more common.

– In which cases do you refuse to operate?
– even if parents bring patients in too late – 

when they are more than 7 years old – we will still 
take on the operation. as a rule, the biopsy shows 
that there is no sperm in the testes. But it is possi-
ble and, moreover, necessary to perform surgery, 
as even though the testicle doesn’t produce sperm, 
it is necessary for testosterone production. and we 
need to control the situation in the future: we must 
watch to see the testis grows or not. If the child is 
in adolescence already (11–12 years old) and the 
testis doesn’t grow, it must be excised as it is too 
risky to keep it. But even if it develops properly, 
we still need to observe it from time to time, and 
you must consult the doctor if there are any ab-
normal feelings or changes because the risk of on-
cogenesis is too high.

– But if the surgery was done in time and it was 
successful, there will not be consequences in fu-
ture, will there? The boy can forget about the 
problem, right?

– It all depends on how the testes are develop-
ing. Sometimes, we perform the operation, relo-
cate them to the proper place but then observe a 
congenital abnormality – the size is not normal or 
the anatomy is not normal. In such cases, we dis-
cuss the following question with parents: should 
we keep the testis or not? – and then we discuss op-
tions. Usually we give the testicles time to bounce 
back. But if they don’t grow and don’t develop as 
they are supposed to, then reoperation for remov-
al will follow. If the size is normal and the devel-

opment is ok, then the chances of the boy having 
no problems in the future are good.

Usually, the size of the testes directly correlates 
to the functionality: if the size is good then the 
testes function well.

– Do you use robotics during surgery?
– I see no sense in using robots – laparoscopy 

itself is much more effective. Of course, you have 
more freedom with a robot, you see everything 
clearly. However, you don’t feel what you’re do-
ing. and it is really important for the pediatric 
surgeon to feel everything with his hands, as the 
organs of the baby are so small. For me, the main 
argument lies in the question, «are there advantag-
es for the patient?» This is usually expensive sur-
gery, as sophisticated technologies are used. The 
tool that must be inserted into the body must be 
really small. and I use tools that are 3–4 mm in 
diameter. Why do I need a robot? I don’t want to 
close the doors on new technologies but for now 
I don’t see robots as useful to my patients.

– Now, much emphasis is placed on men’s health 
and the fact that it leaves much to be desired – do 
the problems really begin in childhood?

– Of course, many dysfunctions have their roots 
in childhood. and more often than not they can 
be avoided by a timely consultation with a doctor. 
Different countries deal with this topic different-
ly. I also research children’s development in oth-

DoCtors of 
the WorLD 
dr. Lironi’s charity 
medical missions often 
find him operating on 
gunshot wounds and 
other life-threatening 
injuries.

It is really important for 
the pediatric surgeon to feel 
everything with his hands

SwiSS doctorS |  hÔpital de la tOUr
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er parts of the world because I take part in a mis-
sion (I was in africa, South Sudan and other coun-
tries). We examine, we operate. They have many 
other problems, though – when disturbances and 
civil war began, people (including children) with 
gunshot wounds were brought into our hospital, so 
any other problems receded into the background.

– Why did you decide to go into pediatrics? 
Many doctors find this sphere too complicated.

– First, I was a general surgeon. I fell into pedi-
atrics: I was acquainted with the chief of the pe-
diatric department, they had a free place and they 
called me. I thought, «Why not»? and now I re-
ally like this sphere – here I create, here I mould 
a child’s health for many years to come and I do 
not only remove something. In pediatrics, I give 
a child a different future.

History
the hospital was founded in 
la tour village, not far from 
Geneva, in 1976. At first, the 
medical institution consisted of 
a maternity ward and depart-
ments of pediatrics and acute 
surgery.

At the moment, Hopital de 
la tour is in one of the leading 
positions in the sphere of medi-
cal services and patient care. it 
is the only private health care 
facility in the canton of Geneva 
that has its own emergency de-
partment and round-the-clock 
ambulance service. in the hos-
pital, there are contemporary 
laboratory facilities, surgery 

blocks, and an inpatient depart-
ment with 185 beds.

AreAs 
of speciAlizAtion
there are wards in the hospital 
that cover all the core functions 
of the body’s life-sustaining ac-
tivity. coronary catheterization 
and angioplasty, pacing, opera-
tions on valves and coronary 
surgeries, coronary artery by-
pass surgery, and operations for 
congenital and acquired valvular 
diseases take place in the cardi-
ology ward. the oncology unit 
performs diagnostics and ex-
aminations of malignant tumors, 
combination treatments, sur-

geries and bone marrow trans-
plants. the pediatrics unit offers 
consultation services of allergy 
specialists, dermatologists, and 
immunologists. reparative oper-
ations by the arthroscopic meth-
od, and prostheses of hip and 
knee joints take place in the or-
thopedic unit. problems with the 
genitourinary area are resolved 
in the urology department where 
examinations, diagnostics and 
the treatment of diseases of 
the genitourinary system and 
neo-formations in kidneys are 
performed. the gastroentero-
logical department provides a 
complex of diagnostic tests, de-
tects pathologies, and treats and 

prevents liver and bile passage 
diseases.

cHeck Up
one day is enough for examin-
ing a child in pediatrics to find 
out if he has a developmental 
defect of the testes. it includes a 
check-up, an ultrasound inspec-
tion, if necessary, and a detailed 
blood test, also if necessary.

contAct inforMAtion
Hôpital de La Tour
Av. J.D. Maillard 3
СH-1217 Meyrin, Geneva
Tel.: +41 22 719 60 65;
+41 22 719 61 11
Fax : +41 22 719 61 12

Alain Lironi
A member of the Swiss Medical Associ-
ation, and an expert in the sphere of sur-
gery and children’s surgery in the Hopital 
de la Tour. He studied medicine in Swit-
zerland, in the University of Geneva; he 

qualified in 1983.
He practiced in the leading clinics of 

Switzerland in different spheres of sur-
gery. He was the chief resident in the am-
bulatory surgery unit (HUG, 1988–1989); 

in visceral surgery (HUG, 1989–1990, 
1992–1993); in general surgery (Hopital 
des Cadolles, 1990–1992); in pediatric 
surgery (HUG, 1993-1995), in pediatric 

surgery (Necker, Enfants Malades, 1995), 
one of the heads of pediatric surgery 

(HUG, 1996–2001), and is an external 
consultant (HUG) to this day.

A participant of medical associations: 
a member of the AMG (Association of 
Medics of Geneva) board of directors 

since 2005; a member of the Swiss unit 
of «Medecins du Monde» (Doctors of the 

World), 2011–2014.
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pen-air music festivals and movie 
screenings, free concerts, lazy evenings 
spent on breathtaking terraces or sun-
bathing by the lake, top-notch sports 

events and exquisite facilities for a feeling of well-
being are all on the menu.

GeNeVA FeSTIVAl (16 July – 9 August) is the 
perfect occasion to feel festive in the city, with hun-
dreds of concerts and activities, a huge funfair, arts 
and crafts stands and more than 200 food stalls. 
To top it off, the Grand Firework Display (9 au-
gust), one of the world’s most spectacular musi-

cal firework displays, takes everyone on a magi-
cal journey.

The music show is inaugurated by GeNeVA’S 
MUSIC FeSTIVAl (19-21 June) offering more 
than 500 concerts at 30 different outdoor venues 
spread throughout the city. From concerts and 
dance shows to workshops, exhibitions and cin-
emas, there is something for everyone and are all 
free of charge. 

MUSIC IN SUMMer FeSTIVAl (28 June – 
19 August), organized by the city of Geneva, in-
cludes more than 30 concerts at outdoor venues 

O

Summertime has arrived and Geneva is celebrating it with a lively ambience and 
many festivals that you simply cannot miss. 

SummeR
In THe CITY

spOnsOred statement

genevA
Summer is the ideal 

season for a trip 
to Geneva. the 

weather is perfect, 
inviting a host of 
leisure activities.

 even the most 
experienced traveler 

or lover of the 
outdoors will find 
a wide variety of 

great opportunities.

The star-filled 
nights make 

festivals, movie 
screenings

and concerts even 
more thrilling
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BoL D'or 
MirABAuD,
or «the Golden 
mirabeau Bowl» 
europe’s largest annual 
sailing regatta has been 
a regular Lake Geneva 
event since 1939. that 
year, it welcomed a 
total of 26 sailboats. 
today, some 500 teams 
vie for victory before 
a million spectators on 
the shore of the lake. 

such as Cour de l’Hôtel de Ville and the ella Fitzger-
ald stage in Parc de la Grange. This is a not-to-
be-missed musical event encompassing classical, 
jazz and world music, featuring the participation 
of more than 350 artists from all over the world. 

Meanwhile, the lAke PArADe (4 July), taking 
place along the banks of Lake Geneva, is one of the 
best outdoor dance parties for fans of techno mu-
sic, both Swiss and international. 

Cinema lovers will be mesmerized by CINé 
TrANSAT (9 July – 16 August) and the chance to 
watch free outdoor films under the stars by the 
lake, at Park Perle-du-Lac: definitely one of the 
city’s best outdoor vistas. additionally, OrANGe 
CINéMA (15 July – 23 August) turns the scenic spot 
of Jardin anglais into a delightful open-air cinema 
showing cinema classics, premiôres, 3D films and 
also unique and previously unseen footage. 

Geneva’s sports arena witnesses some exciting 
events during the summertime such as the BOl 
D’Or MIrABAUD (13 – 14 June), europe’s larg-
est lake race and a spectacular event with 500 boats 
on its starting line. Furthermore, the eUrOPeAN 
TrIATHlON CHAMPIONSHIPS (9 – 12 July) is a 
great event to behold as around 2000 athletes from 

all over europe guarantee 4 days full of adrenaline 
and extraordinary athletic performances. 

Those who seek pure fun and thrills won’t want 
to miss the «SlIDe THe CITy» event (13 June), as 
one of europe’s biggest slides takes centre stage in 
the heart of Geneva and offers an unusual adventure.

SuMMER SEASON: 
IDEAL FOR A CITY bREAk
For those dazzling, all-about-women city breaks, 
Geneva offers the best tips in its innovative «Ge-
neva Girls’ Guide», the ultimate guide to the city. 
This black book reveals the most desirable address-
es for shopping, well-being, gastronomy and ideas 
for trips. It also offers extra surprises such as gifts, 
discounts and complementary aperitifs that will 
have you saying, Ooh la la! (available exclusively 
through Geneva Tourism)

SuMMER WELL-bEING
There should be no summer without well-being and 
Geneva is an oasis for rejuvenation: luxury spas, ex-
clusive wellness products, indulgent treatments and 
private clinics offering top quality services guaran-
tee your absolute satisfaction.
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Today Switzerland is a world leader, and not only in the sphere of aesthetic sur-
gery. Medical centers compete with each other to be the first to find the secret of 
eternal youth, and the results inspire respect. but there are some places that don't 

need any ads; patients from all over the world flock there. Such an undoubted 
leader is the clinic ‘biotonus’ in Montreux.

 TEXT Еva velme

reza tavassoli
From 1969 to 1973 he studied 

biology in the USA, then 
medicine in Switzerland, and 
in 1979 he graduated from 

Lausanne University. From 1979 
till 1984 he interned in different 
hospitals in Switzerland. From 

1984 to 1987 he worked in 
Biotonus clinic as a therapist, 
then did two years as Head of 

Medical Affairs. From 1989 until 
now he has been the Director 

of Medical Affairs and the Chief 
Physician of Biotonus clinic.

– Dr. Tavassoli what is Growing old?
– Growing old is a relatively new phenomenon. 

a few centuries ago, human longevity was about 
30 to 40 years. In the 1900’s the average lifespan 
was about 50 years. This is not all due to genet-
ics but to a lack of hygiene and proper medica-
tion and lack of knowledge in treating diseases, 
as well as malnutrition. 

Death in childbirth was common for women 
and many children died in infancy.

In a matter of a century, longevity has shot up 
to over 80 years. This is due to progress in medi-
cine, biotechnology, and pharmacology, hygiene 
and improved living conditions. Many scientists 
believe that humans are programmed to live up 
to 120 years of age or even more.

Different species have different life expectan-
cies. Let’s take in comparison another species, 
for example the mouse. The maximum life span 

octor reza Tavassoli is sure that one can 
meet the second half of one’s life in a 
good, fit and cheerful frame of mind. 
Specialists at Biotonus pay special atten-

tion to anti-aging programs – the human body is 
adjusted like a Stradivarius, whose sound doesn’t 
change over the course of time. a client gets an 
effective rejuvenation program that works for 
many years.

D
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of a mouse commonly used in research on aging 
is about 4 years. The genetic differences between 
humans and mice regarding these different aging 
rates is due to the deficiency of DNa repair, the 
type and the quantities of antitoxidant enzymes 
and different rates of free radical production.

Life expectancy is the expected numbers of years 
of life, which is 80 – 90 years today. Thanks to medi-
cal progress, life expectancy is increasing constantly. 
It is estimated that for every 4 years remaining of 
your life, you gain 1 year of longevity. a child born 
today has a life expectancy of 100 years.

at this very instant, many different reactions 
are happening in your body. electric waves are 
going through your brain. Various immune re-
actions are taking place against microbes which 
have entered your body. Different chemicals are 
running through your body from your head to 
your toes. Your body is like a chemical factory, a 
transport company… it communicates, detoxi-
fies, repairs and heals. all these different jobs in 
each system are done by your cells.

The human body is made up of some hundred 
trillions cells. The cells are the smallest unit of life. 
In our body, there are more than 200 different 
types of cell. each cell is capable of performing 
many different functions. The cells are made of a 
cell wall, or membrane, cytoplasm, and a nucleus. 

One can simplify the functions of some of the 
cell elements as follows: the nucleus can be con-
sidered the brain or the hard disc. The cell mem-
brane is the boundary, containing and commu-
nicating. robosome is the factory. Lysosome has 
the function of recycling and eliminating waste. 
Mitochondria is the power plant, etc.

aging is the accumulation of changes in any 
living being over time. In humans, these changes 
are physical, mental, psychological and social.

– Have you ever wondered why we are aging? 
What exactly is happening in our body to bring 
on the wrinkles, gray hair and other degenera-
tive changes?

– Most scientists now agree that aging is at least 
in part the result of the accumulation of damage to 
molecules such as proteins, lipids and nucleic ac-
ids (DNa and rNa) that damage our cells. When 
the DNa is damaged our cells function less well, 
so our tissues and organs will begin to deteriorate 
and our health will decline and eventually we will 
lose the ability to function. 

But where does the damage come from? The 
damage comes from internal and external ele-
ments. There are so many theories about aging… 

here I mention a few plausible ones.
Free radical theory: oxygen enters our blood 

through respiration and is carried to different 
organs, tissues and cells in order to generate en-
ergy for cellular metabolism. Normally an oxygen 
molecule absorbs 4 electrons and converts them 
to water and energy. However, if an oxygen mol-
ecule takes up only 1 or 2 electrons, the result is a 
highly unstable molecule which is called oxydative 
or free radical. These free radicals can damage ma-
ny kinds of molecules by stealing their electrons, 
which can result in mutating the genes, damaging 
the lipids and the cell membranes, breaking the 
proteins and causing cellular injury and eventu-
ally cellular death.

The second one – telomere theory. Telomeres 
are the structures at the end of the chromosomes 
like the plastic at the end of a shoe lace. Telomeres 
have been shown to shorten after each cell divi-
sion. Shortened telomeres activate a mechanism 
that prevents further cell multiplication.

DNa damage theory suggests that aging results 
from repeated damage to the DNa in the cell or or-
gan. Since DNa is at the base of cell structure and 
function, this damage to the DNa molecule or gene 
can lead to its loss of integrity and early cell death.

– What determines the aging speed?
– all living organisms show signs of aging af-

ter a nearly perfect renewal period. In human 
beings, this perfect renewal period is estimated 
to be up to the age of 35, after which people ex-
perience a decrease in the ability to respond to 
stress, increasing homeostatic imbalance and the 
risk of disease. This currently irreversible series of 
changes inevitably leads to aging. Some research-
ers are treating aging as a disease. as genes that 
have an effect on aging are discovered, aging is 
increasingly being regarded as a potentially treat-
able condition.

If one may simplify the above, one’s aging 
speed depends on the balance between two fac-

SwiSS doctorS |   BiOtOnUs clinic

One’s aging speed depends 
on the balance between the 
rate of cellular damage and 

the rate of cellular repair
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tors: the rate of cellular damage and the rate of 
cellular repair.

There is calorie restriction theory: a decrease 
in calorie intake of 30% to 50%, but maintain-
ing the proper nutrient intake, has been shown 
to increase life span in mice by up to 50%. The 
effect of calorie restriction could be mediated by 
the slowing of cellular growth and therefore the 
increasing of the time between each cell division.

We are not all equal in terms of aging because 
of genetic differences and environmental factors. 
Chronological aging does not correlate perfectly 
with functional aging: two people may have the 
same age but differences in their physical, mental 
and psychological capacities.

The aging process does depend upon the genetic 
clock (30%) but it mostly depends upon lifestyle 
and environmental factors (70%), i.e.: malnutrition, 
lack of physical activity and exercise, sleep disorders, 
smoking and excessive consummation of alcoholic 
beverages, exposure to sun, stress, pollution, mood.

– How do you assess the health status of patient? 
How do you start a checkup?

We proceed to a complete medical history and a 
complete clinical examination. The patient has dif-
ferent radiological examinations, as well as echogra-
phy and electro cardiogram examinations.

We run blood tests for more than 100 parame-
ters. We study the level of calcium, vitamins, cho-
lesterol, the function of kidneys, and the protein 
content. We can also perform different genetic 
evaluations. The results tell us which diseases 
may occur in future; a patient can thus take ap-
propriate measures. For example, now we have 
more knowledge about cholesterol than scientist 
had when I was a student, so the quality of the 
examination has changed.

We are developing preventative anti-aging pro-
grams. Their aim is to stop negative processes in 
cells. But this can only be done using a complex 
approach, acting both on the cell and metabolic 
level. We know a lot about balanced nutrition: 
more fish, less sugar, a limited amount of salt, 
at least 5–7 portions of fruit or vegetables every 

treAtMent
this treatment has an 
established track re-
cord in the treatment 
of degenerative diseas-
es, such as rheumatic 
diseases, articular car-
tilage degeneration, 
metabolic disorders, 
cardiovascular dis-
eases, chronic respira-
tory diseases, digestive 
diseases, urogenital 
disorders, neurologi-
cal disorders and sleep 
disorders. treatment 
length: 4 nights / 
5 days with a full 
medical check-up.

We are not all equal 
in terms of aging because of 

genetic differences 
and environmental factors
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day. Physical activity and good sleep are also im-
portant. Correct habits help to extend our lives, 
and our task is to explain to our patients how to 
change their lifestyles.

a rich diet, that is, a diet with a large amount of 
animal fat, processed food with additives, canned 
food, too much sugar and salt, and carcinogenic 
substances such a heavy metals, pesticides and fer-
tilizers, leads to an increase in the risk of cancer 
and premature aging.

SwiSS doctorS |   BiOtOnUs clinic

Correct habits help 
to extend our lives, and 
our task is to explain it 

to our patients

AreAs of speciAlizAtion
Biotonus clinic was found-
ed on 1 May 1983 by Doc-
tor claude rossel. the cen-
ter specializes in so-called 
«civilization diseases» that 
are caused by lack of physi-
cal activity and an increase in 
stress levels in everyday life. 
Bad digestion, obesity, burn-
out, chronic age diseases, 
and metabolic disturbances fit 
into this category. the clinic’s 
specialists have developed 

an original medical concept 
for solving modern soci-
ety’s problems. it involves a 
complex approach towards 
each patient and takes psy-
chological and physical par-
ticularities into account. Anti-
aging programs effectively 
overcome age-related body 
changes.

All staff members are pro-
fessionals: medical doctors, 
nurses, dietologists, acupunc-
ture specialist, psychiatrists, 

yoga instructors, fitness and 
aqua fitness instructors, cos-
metologists and massage 
therapists.

MeDicAl cHeck-Up
A full medical check-up is car-
ried out prior to commencing 
any treatment. the check-up 
includes a full blood work-up, 
stool and urine analyses, con-
ventional radiography (chest, 
neck, back and pelvis), car-
diovascular examinations, 

morphological-nutritional 
analysis, ultrasound scans and 
spirometry.

this full check-up serves 
as a blueprint for designing 
the appropriate course(s) of 
treatment.

contAct DetAils 
clinique Bon port 
rue Bon-port, 27
cH-1820 Montreux
tel.: +41219665858 
info@biotonus.ch

Grand Train Tour
of Switzerland.
The Grand Train Tour of Switzerland represents the very best of Swiss pub-
lic transport. It comprises the most attractive panorama rail routes across 
the country such as Glacier Express, Bernina Express, GoldenPass Line 
and Wilhelm Tell Express and can be booked at any time throughout the 
year. You can start and stop off wherever you like along the way. And best 
of all you need only one ticket – the Swiss Travel Pass.   

The key to Swiss public transport
In Switzerland, travelling by public transport 
is pure pleasure. A 26,000-kilometre trans-
port network – covered by a single system. 
The Swiss Travel System is your way for 
trouble-free travel by train, bus and boat 
to every corner of the country. 

Exclusively for visitors from abroad, the 
Swiss Travel System has created a 
selection of special tickets, 

The Grand Train Tour 
of Switzerland

For more information see

SwissTravelSystem.com/  
grandtraintour 

Booking information

SwissTravelSystem.com/  
wheretobuy

or visit

sbb.ch

covering virtually every 
travel requirement. With 
Swiss Travel Pass & Co travel 
by public transport is attractive, 
easy and trouble-free. Whether you travel 
on one of Switzerland’s popular panorama 
routes, by PostBus over Alpine passes or 
set sail on a ship to new shores. And 
that’s still not all. With a Swiss Travel 
System ticket come along other bonus 
benefits such as free admission to more

than 
480 

museums 
nationwide 

and 50% off most 
mountain railways. Children under age 16 
travel free of charge with the Swiss Family 
Card when accompanied by at least one 
parent. Prices for a Swiss Travel Pass 3 
days start from € 171 in 2nd class and from 
€ 273 in 1st class. 

Regular and reliable
The Swiss public transport system has been 
operating to a reliable and regular interval 
daily timetable for many years. To this day 
trains, buses and boats have lost nothing 
of their legendary precision and punctuality. 
They operate at regular half-hourly or hourly 
intervals – incl. direct connections from 
Geneva and Zurich airports. 

Bernina Express, Brusio, Graubünden

Glacier Express, Landwasser Viaduct near Filisur, 
Graubünden

Physical exercise protects against the develop-
ment of coronary heart disease. Control of one’s 
weight decreases cholesterol and blood pressure, 
and improves muscular strength and bone den-
sity. It also increases the secretion of endorphins, 
which improve our mood and boost our energy.

Pollution, smoking and excessive intake of alco-
holic beverages accelerate and increase free radi-
cal formation, leading to premature aging and 
disease. a stressful lifestyle causes fatigue, sleep-
ing difficulties, anxiety and therefore depression.

– What is the estimated period of the anti-
aging program?

– Our anti-aging treatments take between 7 to 
10 days. During this period, we can help our pa-
tients to change their eating habits, to show them 
certain appropriate physical exercises, and to or-
ganize different relaxation procedures. Patients 
can combine different programs depending on 
their needs. also they can combine them with 
other therapies.

We initiate an individual daily program for 
each patient; this means that the patient is occu-
pied with the treatment program for the whole 
day.

We have our own vitamins, antioxidants and 
products for skin. We choose them individually 
for each patient, taking personal particularities 
into account.

– Ok. If I have accurately implemented all of 
your recommendations, what results will I get? 
5 years, 10 years?

– You will feel renewed and more energetic. You 
will get less tired and less sick. Your quality of life 
will be higher. If you had sexual problems, they 
will lessen. Your skin tone will improve. Your im-
mune system will be strengthened and your qual-
ity of sleep will improve.
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Booking information

SwissTravelSystem.com/  
wheretobuy

or visit

sbb.ch

covering virtually every 
travel requirement. With 
Swiss Travel Pass & Co travel 
by public transport is attractive, 
easy and trouble-free. Whether you travel 
on one of Switzerland’s popular panorama 
routes, by PostBus over Alpine passes or 
set sail on a ship to new shores. And 
that’s still not all. With a Swiss Travel 
System ticket come along other bonus 
benefits such as free admission to more

than 
480 

museums 
nationwide 

and 50% off most 
mountain railways. Children under age 16 
travel free of charge with the Swiss Family 
Card when accompanied by at least one 
parent. Prices for a Swiss Travel Pass 3 
days start from € 171 in 2nd class and from 
€ 273 in 1st class. 

Regular and reliable
The Swiss public transport system has been 
operating to a reliable and regular interval 
daily timetable for many years. To this day 
trains, buses and boats have lost nothing 
of their legendary precision and punctuality. 
They operate at regular half-hourly or hourly 
intervals – incl. direct connections from 
Geneva and Zurich airports. 

Bernina Express, Brusio, Graubünden

Glacier Express, Landwasser Viaduct near Filisur, 
Graubünden
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LIFE ENERGY
Lake Geneva, on which the sky is reflected and sun-
beams carelessly play on the water, sets one’s state of 
mind. a Vital Package program puts energy in each 
body cell: it is like a reboot when your body receives 
an order to cleanse itself, recover and find harmony. 
Such an effect is possible because this integrated ef-
fect is provided under the supervision of high-cali-
ber professionals – the world-renown dietologist Ol-
ivier Bourkan and the personal fitness instructor Jer-
emy Peltier. Your way of thinking changes: you will 

want to refuse all unhealthy products and, instead, 
choose only natural ones. The body starts to work in 
another way – it starts to cleanse itself on a cellular 
level, employing hidden resources. The program is 
designed for a weekend: The price of a double room 
facing the lake and the alps is 3800 CHF. These will 
be three happy days.

AS ALIkE AS TWO PEAS
The sun peeps into one swimming pool, while the 
other pool is hidden under a roof next to a peaceful-

A summer vacation in beau-Rivage Palace will lift your spirits.

THe TaSTe
Of LIfe

SwiSS HealtHy life |  BeaU-rivage palace laUsanne
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LAnDsCApe 
the exultant pleasure 
of a splendid horizon, 
out across the expanse 
of Lake Geneva, 
enhances the pleasure 
of dining in the 
restaurants of Beau-
rivage Palace. on 
the open terraces one 
can savor moments 
of perfection: Cool 
air soothes the mind, 
the sun gladdens 
the heart, and the 
glorious, snow-capped 
mountains bring peace 
to the soul.
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the hoteL 
interiors
 display a range of 

tasteful color composi-
tions, with spaces rang-

ing from 100 to 140 
square meters. each is a 
unique expression of art 

and aesthetics, but all 
are united by the ar-

chitectural style of the 
late nineteenth century. 

most rooms were re-
stored in 2012 by yves 

rochon. elsewhere, 
the hotel spa combines 

the wisdom of the east 
with the technological 

innovations of the west.

SwiSS HealtHy life |  BeaU-rivage palace laUsanne
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ly bubbling spa tub. Hot moisture and drops precipi-
tate impatiently on hamam shelves. a tropical show-
er is seen off by a low whisper in a dressing room... 
The founder of the Cinq Mondes spa, Jean-Loup Poir-
ou, spent 10 years visiting different countries to find 
the best techniques and procedures for massage. This 
world is yours alone: a felicite double bedroom fitted 
with a Japanese bath for two people, hamam, two mas-
sage tables and a garden. Cinq Mondes has its own skin 
care products that consist only of natural ingredients; 
they do not contain paraben, phenoxyethanol, silicon 
or artificial colouring agents. also, there is a special 
cabin for scalp treatments in the spa’s salon. 

EAST AND WEST 
eastern wisdom in combination with Western inno-
vations has given us incredible results; Cinq Mondes 
spa has a unique combination of approaches. a Tao-
ist ritual from China allows for the harmonizing of 
body and mind. The procedure is designed to last two 
days and includes a ceremony with a Japanese flow-
er bath, treatment with an aromatic scrub with rare 
spices and a recuperative Tao massage; a Tao foun-
tain for a youthful complexion; and a recuperative 
and tightening procedure for leg problems (580 CHF 
per person). a Balinese princess’ ritual will make you 
feel like a person of royal lineage. Two days involve a 
ceremony with the aromas and flowers of a Japanese 
bath; a papaya purée scrub; a ritual with five flowers 
for a shiny complexion; and a relaxing back massage 
(560 CHF per person).

AND THE SHIP SAILS...
Clients of the Beau-rivage Palace can see how clouds 
have shimmered on the surface of the water for 150 
years. The air’s transparency remains as constant as 
the quality of rest... a good old friend, La Montreux, 
a steamer of the Main Navigation Company, is at one 
and the same time a floating restaurant. It cruises in 

promenade mode from 23 June till 5 September 2015, 
but it can also accommodate 170 people for a private 
event. The chief cooks of Beau-rivage Palace welcome 
guests on board the restaurant. a menu is available 
with carpaccio, smoked fish, calamari, octopus and 
other snacks. and, of course, it is all on the fair sea…

NuTRITIONAL vALuE
The Pic Collection is a collection of gastronomic im-
pressions by chief cook ann-Sophie Piс, of the Beau-
rivage Palace restaurant. The emotions menu is a 
wave of sensations that could be described as a deli-
cacy in the field of feeling. This year ann-Sophie has 
entrusted the implementation of her creative ideas 
to Kevin Gatin. New flavours, unexpected combina-
tions, and a harmonious balance between health-giv-
ing properties and taste – this is the secret of the Beau-
rivage Palace menu. Do you fancy langoustines a la 
plancha in a concoction made of green apple, cinna-
mon leaves, anise and celery from the emotions menu? 
Or lake crabs fried over a slow fire with turnips, hon-
ey and a special aroma from the Pic Collection? You 
can hardly predict the taste unless you try it... The 
Japanese restaurant Miyako is dedicated to tradition-
al food, and guests will be convinced as sushi and tep-
panyaki is cooked in front of their eyes for several min-
utes. They don’t cheat on Japanese recipes and names. 
However, if you prefer an adapted alternative, 
they will cook it upon your request. The price of 
the sushi and sashimi menu is 68 CHF. Orders can 
be made from 12:00 till 02:00 and from 07:00 pm 
till 09:45. Tel: +41 21 613 33 91. If you sit on the 
restaurant’s terrace, your eye will be caught by 
the lake, the skyline and The alps... 

hoteL
Beau-rivage Palace 
is located on the shore 
of Lake Geneva just 
10 minutes from the 
city center in the 
aristocratic quarter 
of ouchy. for more 
than 140 years it has 
hosted a clientele of 
discerning luminaries, 
including the novelist 
victor Hugo, cinema 
icon Charlie Chaplin, 
fashion idol Coco 
Chanel, tina turner 
and legendary South 
african President 
nelson mandela.

The beloved steamer 
La montreux is a floating 

restaurant

contAct 
inforMAtion:
Beau-rivage palace
place Du port 17-19
cH-1000 lausanne 
tel: +41 21 613 34 04
www.brp.ch
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HaIR
THe SCIenCe 
Of LuxuRY

A flawless appearance is the most important quality of any businessman, whether 
he be the President, a music star or a public person. To be handsome, organized and 
well-groomed under any and all conditions is necessary both for men and women.

TEXT marinika markova
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wiss clinics have extensive experience in 
solving different problems. They are always 
able to surprise you. and what is more, they 
can carry out procedures that are not on-

ly important for staying fit, but also for maintain-
ing self-confidence. 

The first and only technology of bio hair implants 
(BHI) is used in one of the country’s most recog-
nized clinics, Clinic Lémanic, which has europe’s 
largest stock of laser equipment and technology. 
They will not only give you advice on how to over-
come the problem but will help you to solve it safe-
ly and in a professional manner.

The problem of partial or complete hair loss (alo-
pecia), as well as that of rapidly thinning hair, is so 
significant that its real scale is not appreciated un-
til you personally encounter it. Statistically, more 
than 60% of men and 37% of women suffer from 
one form or another of alopecia. 30–35% of men 
start losing their hair at the age of 25. The main rea-
sons are hormonal problems, diseases, genetic inher-
itance (mostly for men) and stress (mostly for wom-
en). and of course there are also the consequences 
of exposure to radiation or chemotherapy, which 
are used in the treatment of some diseases. 

If men sometimes feel embarrassed about their 
«allowable» bald areas, then what do women feel 
under such circumstances? For them beautiful hair 
is not only a part of their image, but also a vital ele-
ment of the female essence. The feeling of deficien-
cy, of nonconformity to social norms and the wish 
to look as they want to can cause psychological dis-
comfort and even complexes. Sometimes it even hin-
ders their career and social life. 

as a result, this aesthetic defect starts to negative-
ly influence different aspects of their personal and 
social life, and this can become a serious problem. 
adolescents and children who for some reason lose 
their hair encounter even greater difficulties. This 
situation can become a personal tragedy for a child. 

Unfortunately, even qualitative modern beauty 
care and medical treatment don’t always allow for 
the recovery of hair. Some pathological processes 
that cause hair loss are, unfortunately, incurable. 
But modern technologies that safeguard both our 
health and beauty can be used to solve even such se-
rious and sensitive problems. Today we successful-
ly use modern hair implant technology that helps 
people to restore their looks and self-confidence. 

This is not the transplantation of hair, nor the re-
vitalization of sleeping hair follicles – this is the im-
plantation of specifically made bio hair implants 
(BHI) under the scalp. Indeed, this unique technol-
ogy yields a 100% result right after the procedure. 

BHI are made only with biocompatible materi-
als that are identical in their structure to natural 
hair and resistant to many types of chemical and 
mechanical threats. They are soft, thin and last for 
up to 8-10 years. advanced technologies allow us to 
create a broad color palette for the hair, therefore 
they are identical to natural hair. BHI are available 
in more than 20 colors (a particular color can also be 
ordered upon request), different lengths (15, 30, and 
45 cm) and three styles – straight, wavy and curly. 
The material is qualitative, and the hair is similar in 
feel to our natural hair. 

a specialist performs the implantation procedure 
by using apparatus to insert the hairs one by one 
under the scalp. It is precise work! BHI are inserted 
under the anaesthetized scalp until the desired hair 
density is obtained.

Biohair does not require any special care, but it is 
necessary to keep in mind that synthetic BHI doesn’t 
grow like natural hair. But you can dye it with am-
monia-free hair coloring and set it as you would usu-
al hair using hair-curlers and a drier. But you can-
not use curling irons, flat irons and other heating de-
vices – the highest permissible temperature is 500C. 

There is another crucial point: BHI in their chemi-
cal composition are identical to natural hair, therefore 
the risk of allergic reaction or rejection is minimal. 
The hair can be washed 48 hours after the procedure. 
During the adaptation period, 
10–15% of biohair may come 
out, but this is accounted for 
by the technology. after that, 
about 5% of biohair comes 
out each year; this is the usual 
amount for natural hair. That 
is why specialists recommend 
correcting the hair every 2–4 
years. But due to the chemi-
cal, physical and mechanical 
properties of bioimplants, the 
procedure is carried out with a 
minimum risk of injury, and, 
most importantly, it is suitable 
both for men and women. 

SwiSS doctorS |  clinic lÉmanic

Before 
AnD After 
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Before the application of BHI, Véronique 
emmenegger, the medical director of Clinic 
Lémanic and a dermatologist and allergist-immunol-
ogist with more than 20 years of experience, consults 
with each patient and develops a unique personal-
ized treatment program taking the overall state of 
health into account. Because the need for one or se- 
veral procedures directly depends upon the amount 
of BHI implanted, specialists at Clinic Lémanic rec-
ommend scheduling the procedure a month before 
the visit to the clinic. This is because of technologi-
cal peculiarities – bioimplants are ordered individ-
ually for each patient and the process of manufac-
turing and shipping takes about two weeks. The im-
plants should remain sterile up until the time of the 
procedure, and the shelf life of any sterile packag-
ing is limited. 

No one will ever suspect that your perfect cut or 
curls are not the result of genetic predisposition or 
the tremendous efforts of barbers and stylists, but 
are, in fact, down to the achievements of modern 
science – but everyone will always think that you 
look like you have just left a luxury beauty salon or 
spent a nice holiday on the riviera.

the CLiniC 
LeMAniC

unites the competences 
of leading specialists in 

medical and aesthetic 
dermatology. the 

medical and ancillary 
medical team consists 

of around thirty 
people.

SwiSS doctorS |  clinic lÉmanic

AreAs of speciAlizAtion
the clinic specializes in clinical 
dermatology, preventive, plastic 
and reconstructive medicine; in 
the treatment of acne, white spot 
disease, psoriasis, atopic dermatitis 
and eczema; in surgical dermatology 
(skin transplantation, restriction 
of scars, linear atrophy, acne 
consequences) and in the diagnosis 
of the aging process.

clinic lémanic has europe’s 
largest stock of technical and 
laser equipment, which occupies 

an area of 1.2 thousand s.qm., 
and has been awarded prestigious 
international prizes, including iipp 
in paris Unesco (2012) – «for 
the development of science and 
technologies in aesthetic medicine». 

contAct DetAils
clinic lémanic
Avenue de la Gare 2
cH-1003 lausanne
tel: +41 21 321 20 85
info@cliniclemanic.ch
www.cliniclemanic.ch

BHi are made only with 
biocompatible materials that 

are identical in their structure 
to natural hair

Doctor 
veronique 
emmenegger

The Medical Director of Clinic Lémanic, 
was born in 1963 in Perth, Australia. She 
received a degree in Medicine and she 
is a member of the Swiss Medical Federa-
tion with a specialization in dermatology-
venereology, allergiology and immuno-
logy. She studied medicine in Freeburg, 
then in Lausanne, and she then worked in 
university hospitals in Lausanne and Ge-
neva and in Massachusetts General Hos-
pital in Boston (USA).

In 1996 Doctor Emmenegger opened her 
dermatological clinic in Lausanne, and two 
years later she established Clinic Lémanic 
together with Darrell Jacobs.
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Experience the great variety of our Spa: 

Healthy well-being and relaxation over 500 sqm with

pamper pool, sauna, hamam, gym and treatment rooms.

Open 365 days. 

Hotel Schweizerhof Bern
Bahnhofplatz 11, 3001 Bern
Tel. +41 (0)31 326 80 80
info@schweizerhof-bern.ch
www.schweizerhof-bern.ch

HOTEL SCHWEIZERHOF BERN
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SwiSS HealtHy life |  natalia freidina

This very feminine blonde isn't just an auto racer – she's also the only woman 
driver to have participated in one of the most prestigious European championship 
races of the FIA, the GT European Championship. Extreme stress on the course, 
constant travel, strict discipline, daily exercise and a loving family – including her 
husband and two daughters (14 and 10 years old) – add up to a very busy sched-
ule. In this interview with the lightning-fast resident of Geneva, she tells us how 

to stay fit, healthy and beautiful.
TEXT maria-anna Laemmli 

«THe keY 
TO HeaLTH IS 

In InneR CaLm»

natalia freidina:
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It didn’t take a lot of time to decide on the venue 
for the interview. Natalia quickly decided: «It’s 
277 kilometers from Geneva to Zurich, and from 
there you can go to Germany with your children. 
There isn’t much time before the championship 
in Monaco, and the children have a free week-
end. Let’s do it in Zurich.» exactly two-and-a-half 
hours later, a Mercedes CLS parks up in Zurich. 
She gets out, followed by her children. a friend-
ly smile, inner peace and modesty aren’t always 
typical for stars. 

– you came very quickly. Did you violate the 
rules? 

– It’s difficult for me to control my speed. But 
where there are limits, I always follow the rules. 

– Will you also go to Monaco by car? 
– I travel around europe only by car. 
– How long will it take you to drive from 

Geneva? 
– Five hundred kilometers . . . . [She pauses for a 

moment and smiles.] I’ll do it in four hours.
– Natalia, we last saw each other about two 

years ago, and now you’ve received an invi-
tation from Stephen ratel to participate in 
the Blancpain GT. What attracted you to that 
project?

– Yes, I moved from Formula racing in the 
Blancpain GT, which is the most prestigious champi-
onship in its class, like Formula 1 is in its class. Speak-
ing candidly, they have the same cars as we see in the 
streets – Ferraris, aston Martins, Maseratis and Mer-
cedes – but they’re prepared and adapted for races.

The project is new and very interesting! I partici-
pate in the Blancpain GT Club, and people of a com-
pletely different level and age go to that: those who 
come to motor racing as amateurs, not people who 
have done the sport since the age of five or six but 
people who, due to their financial capacities and the 
need for adrenaline, have just started doing this... 
Of course, they’re usually older than 40. There is 
even a separate category of men above the age of 
60. Many of them buy cars, maintain their teams 
and even participate in races. So, they’re team own-
ers as well as drivers.

– Are you the only woman in this race?
– Yes, I am.
– Why there are no other women? Have they 

ever participated in this championship?
– at different periods there have been, as in For-

mula 1. Generally, women are absent for various 
reasons: For some of them it’s physically difficult, 
and after some attempts they decide not to do it 
anymore. Others can’t find sponsors. Sponsors have 
different requirements. If results are a must and 
your driver should be on the podium, serious mon-
ey will be required. Needless to say, you must be a 
really professional driver who has seen nothing but 
cars since childhood, and that’s rare among wom-
en. Only now that Bernie ecclestone has said he 
wants to create Formula 1 for women are girls start-
ing to go in for motorsport. It wasn’t accepted be-
fore, and now, in many countries, there are girls 10 
or 11 years old, 15 or 16 years old, who have good 
careers. If you take care of them, they can be pre-
pared as serious competitors to men.

– Isn’t it better to train them not as competi-
tors but as an effective complement? Isn’t motor-
sports also a show?

intervieW
 top right: 

natalia freidina with 
maria-anna Lemmli, 

the editor in chief of 
Swiss Health. 

the renowned com-
petitive driver nata-

lia freidina believes 
that an auto race is 
more than just soot 

and grime; it can and 
should have aspects of 

beauty too.

SwiSS HealtHy life |  natalia freidina

I
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– Of course. Unfortunately, that isn’t a widely 
held belief. They don’t understand that a woman 
in a car race is a marketing tool. There are enough 
men who can show results. I work a lot in this direc-
tion in order to show the world that motorsport can 
be beautiful. Most people associate it with machin-
ery, mechanics and people who are grimy with oil 
and soot. When I take part in a championship, I try, 
like any woman, to tailor every detail: the car, the 
design, the overalls, my helmet and the way I look.

– you’re a caring mother and a loving wife. you 
have a wonderful financial education, and you 
could become, for example, a successful bank-
er. But you take risks by taking on a load that 
most men couldn’t handle. How do you main-
tain your health?

– I’m professionally prepared for physical activity. 
In Geneva I have the ability to comfortably support 
my training regime. There is no need to go to the 
gym all the time, since I can go to any park and train 
there. In summer I focus on racing and running, 
while in winter it’s better to go skiing. It’s neces-
sary to change from one form of exercise to another.

The main thing I work on is endurance. races can 
be long, and the temperature in the car is high. For 
example, in Kuala Lumpur the temperature in the 
car rose to 63 degrees Centigrade! Taking into ac-
count that the cars are lightweight, they have nei-
ther air conditioning nor a cooling system. So, in 
order to survive, one needs to seriously cultivate 
physical ability.

– Do you cooperate with Swiss doctors?
– Yes, of course. There are those who work 

with athletes. If we have a long race lasting for 4, 
12 or 24 hours, everybody laughs at me: «How do 
you manage to look so good?» Well, everything is 

SwiSS HealtHy life |  natalia freidina

In motorsport if you’re 
emotional and want to prove 

something to someone, 
it’s a mistake
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very simple. When we have a race weekend, from 
Friday to Sunday, on those days I lose about five 
kilograms, but that’s mainly water. I’m wearing 
thermal underwear and fireproof overalls, and 
when you sit in a car for an hour or two you 
naturally sweat. The doctors create a nutrition-
al plan to ensure that I have enough energy, but 
at the same time I can’t fall asleep while driving 
and must avoid dehydration. Water alone can’t 
replace everything that constantly comes out in 
your sweat. We don’t drink energy cocktails but 
instead use only drinks prepared by doctors. The 
recovery period after the race also takes a very 
long time. I’m a woman, and I have to pay great 
attention to my appearance. During the race, the 
load isn’t dynamic, since you always sit in a stat-
ic position. That’s why we need massage thera-
pists. In Lausanne there’s a clinic where, by the 
way, Schumacher was also examined. I also had 
a serious injury, I had an atrophied hand. While 
you’re driving a car, the load is always on the 
same muscles and on the spine. In this clinic they 
monitor this in order to avoid the consequenc-
es of those loads. and, of course, personal care 
is also important. The cosmetics I use aren’t for 
my age group. Instead, I work ahead of my age. 
During a race the skin becomes very dry. That’s 
why not only my doctor and massage therapist 
go with me to the competitions but also my pro-
fessional beautician. It’s another reason why girls 
leave this sport.

– If we talk about a healthy lifestyle, what sec- 
rets can you share? What would you recommend?

– For me, a healthy lifestyle covers everything. 
First of all, it starts with inner peace. If you’re calm, 
everything you do is perceived very differently. If 
you’re under stress, there will be no benefit to ex-
ercising. The same goes for food: If you’re nervous, 
no vitamins and supplements will be absorbed. First 
of all, you should start with your head.

Proper nutrition is important, of course. When 
children start motor racing, the first thing they’re 

taught is to follow a dietary regime. There are ma-
ny techniques for athletes, but the main thing is 
to develop an individual schedule: You should eat 
at least four times a day, and the amount of food 
should not exceed what you can fit on your palm. 
However, water isn’t considered food! The rejec-
tion of anything is stressful, but gradually you be-
gin to change the amount of food you eat, and after 
that everything you eat is corrected. When you get 
ready to race, you have one kind of diet, and dur-
ing the race it’s another. I always carry a banana 
and water in my bag, no matter where I am in the 
world. If I’m hungry, I will not run to a fast-food 
place. I’ll eat a banana, which is a universal hun-
ger cure that’s rapidly absorbed.

– Today, the issue of a balanced diet is being 
discussed in every major clinic. What other nu-
tritional preferences support you in your ex-
treme profession?

– My diet is dependent on the load and the doc-
tor’s prescription. Potatoes are completely exclud-
ed. I don’t need what they contain. I don’t have 
to satisfy my hunger, but instead I need to sat-
urate my body with the vitamins and substanc-
es that are required in work and life. I rarely eat 
meat, and in small amounts, mainly during the 
post-race period. By the way, Switzerland is the 
only place where I can afford to eat tartare meat. 
Breakfast usually includes cereal or muesli, dairy 
products . . . something that’s easy to digest. I 
start to train an hour and a half after breakfast 
and again in the evening.

– When does your evening begin?
– If I run, it’s at 4 or 5 p.m., and then I can do 

strength training. I don’t use anything but work 
only with my own body weight. Muscle building 
doesn’t contribute to reactions, but reactions are 
very important to us. an hour before going to sleep, 
I do stretches. It calms me. I spend a lot of time in 
statics, training with a simulator or driving with a 
map. That’s because the muscles require movement. 
I almost never drink alcohol.

SwiSS HealtHy life |  natalia freidina

If you're under stress and 
you're nervous, no vitamins 

and supplements 
will be absorbed
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– How do you maintain water balance in the 
body? 

– I drink at least two liters of water each day. Our 
children are also accustomed to water; they always 
have special bottles with them. I also drink herbal 
teas; I drink coffee only when it’s required by the 
body. Coffee is excreted badly by the body, so it’s 
necessary to drink twice as much water after it.

– What is your sleep regime, and how do you 
recover? Do you have any bad habits?

– I have come to understand that it’s comfortable 
for me to sleep 5 hours a day. Of course, that isn’t 
always enough, so one day a week I sleep longer, for 
10–12 hours. We are our own doctors and can de-
velop an individual sleep regime. If we are talking 
about habits, I have never smoked a cigarette. This 
is thanks to my parents. My mother built my educa-
tion on the fact that there is no need to interfere with 
the child’s development. It must be left to itself. My 
father built his on the fact that a child must respect 
and be slightly fearful of her parents. That’s prob-
ably why, when everybody started smoking, I was 
afraid, and then everybody started to give up, and 
there was no sense in starting (laughs). I look at some 
guys who compete, and many of them are short of 
breath if they’ve smoked beforehand.

– you said that you almost never drink alcohol. 
– My husband likes good wine, and he collects 

wine. I can have a glass and take just one sip. If 

you don’t want it, the body sends you a signal 
not to do it. 

– Do you really have harmony between your 
mind and body? 

– Yes. again, it’s due to the fact that it’s possible 
not to overload the brain. There are people who 
are constantly concerned about something. For in-
stance, they worry about their property. If there’s 
a possibility of avoiding risks, I’ll do it. I have in-
surance, so there is no cause for concern.

– Do you think it’s possible to avoid stress, 
which has become an integral part of the mod-
ern world?

– Yes, it is! Start with re-evaluation! When you 
make any move, it’s necessary to understand why 
you do it. In motorsport, if you take a risk – turn a 
corner – you have to understand what goal you’re 
pursuing. If you’re emotional and want to prove 
something to someone, it’s a mistake. However, 
if it’s a good opportunity to overtake and seize 
first place, it’s right. The same is true in life. In or-
der not to create conflict with the outside world, 
learn to evaluate the situation. Before shouting at 
the waitress in the restaurant who has served you 
poorly, try to understand whether you need to do 
so. You won’t prove anything to her. That’s why 
you should calmly clarify the situation. For exam-
ple, if I have an internal conflict and go to bed, 
my thoughts won’t let me sleep. I’ll try to under-
stand where they came from. Since childhood, I 
have been very afraid of the dark. However, as an 
adult I decided to find out why I had this fear. It 
appeared that it was from watching horror movies 
as a child. Once I realized this, my fear disappeared! 
This is true for everything. If you have emotion-
al upheaval or depression, look for the cause. I be-
lieve that emotional upheaval is a manifestation of 
our intuition: a certain signal that something has 
gone wrong. Many people try to fight it off. They 
start to take antidepressants, but these won’t re-
solve the internal conflict. So, it’s most important 
to listen to yourself.

– What’s first for you: career or family?
– I don’t think that money and work should be 

the most important things for a woman. Women are 
naturally more emotional than men, and our hor-
mones are different. although in Switzerland chil-
dren go to school very early, I wasn’t ready to go to 
work and devote myself to it. However, if a woman 
is engaged in her favorite work, it will do her good. 
It’s important to maintain balance.

– your children go to Catholic school. Why 
did you choose this school rather than one de-
voted to sports?

SwiSS HealtHy life |  natalia freidina

If you have emotional 
upheaval or depression, 

look for the cause
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– religious education is very important. It 
doesn’t impose its religion. It’s important to 
respect others, to have the right perception of 
your parents and ancestors. Not every parent 
can answer the question, «Mother, will you die 
one day?», or the statement, «Mother, I’m afraid 
of dying.» How do you answer correctly? You 
don’t want to hurt the child, but at the same 
time you don’t want to lie. at school they help 
to answer these questions correctly and to pre-
pare you, and to direct the child’s thoughts in 
the right direction.

– Where do you get strength for inner peace?
– First of all, it’s in my family. I also love to 

read, but not e-books. For me a book is some-
thing tactile. I like to turn pages, to hold it in my 
hands. I like classical music. I like Beethoven. I 
don’t reject modern music, 
but I have no desire to lis-
ten to it sitting at home or 
in the car. By the way, Swiss 
radio has a very harmonious 
collection of classical music.

– Are you a movie-goer?
– rarely. I can make an 

exception if everyone says 
a particular film is brilliant. 
I never watch film adapta-
tions. I don’t understand 
when someone else visualiz-
es a character instead of me, 
when I’ve imagined them 
in a different way. I’ll only 
feel disappointed. Our TV is 
mostly for decor, so it’s on-
ly switched on when we have 
guests. I allow my children 
to watch TV for an hour and 
a half at the weekend. Otherwise, they have enough 
educational films in their school program. We also 
monitor our children’s activity on the Internet. If I 
allow them to register somewhere, I try to find out 
the format. We like to cook together, and my girls 
like to bake, but we do it infrequently because such 
foods aren’t very good for the health.

– Is it often possible to 
spend time together, being 
so busy?

– all of our weekends and hol-
idays we spend with the chil-
dren. From the very beginning, 
I have included that in my calen-
dar. During the holidays, children 
should be with their parents, be-
cause later you can change a lot 
in your life, but the things you’ve 
taught your children will never 
change. You’ll never be able to re-
live the period of their growing 
up, understanding life and learn-
ing things. In three years I won’t 
be able to do this. Instead, they’ll 
say, «Mother, we can have a great 
time without you.»

– So, while it’s important to 
have a sound mind in a sound body, for a woman 
a healthy family is foremost?

– It’s very important. You can build a huge lux-
ury house, but then there are vibrations from out-
side. If the house has no foundation, it will simply 
crumble. That’s why my family is the basis of life. 
It’s the foundation.

LifestyLe 
natalia’s life and 
energy are inspired 
by a friendly smile 
and inner peace. So, 
she feels comfortable 
wherever she is, 
whether it’s on the 
track, in the company 
of aristocrats or 
playing with her 
children. Photos: 
(top left) with Hani 
rashid, architect of 
hotel yas viceroy in 
abu dhabi; (top 
right) with Prince 
albert ii of monaco; 
with her daughters 
xenia and maria.

natalia freidina 
Auto racer Natalia was born on August 
21, 1978. Married and the mother of 
two, she and her family divide their 
time between Switzerland and her 

home country. She was inspired by 
go-karting to enter the field of pro-
fessional motorsport. Early on, she 
participated in the 2010 season of 
the Asian Youth Series Formula JK 
Racing Series. The following year, 

she debuted in a formula series, and 
for two seasons she was a member 

of the Meritus GP Team. In 2012 she 
became a driver for Team Russia, par-

ticipating in the FIA GT3 European 
Championship. Currently, Natalia is 
active in the Blancpain GT Series.
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t is of great importance for me to know how 
comfortable I will feel when discussing my 
future treatment and staying at the hospital. 
everyone will agree that even a short trip to 

a foreign country, particularly for medical pur-
poses, should be comfortable at all stages, from 
the very beginning to a successful end.

WHY bASEL? 
Basel is a very fast-paced and beautiful city, located 
on the border crossing between Switzerland, Ger-
many and France. a unique combination of min-
imalist historical buildings and modern construc-
tions creates a certain effect that you may not real-
ize at first, but will certainly remember for a long 
time afterwards. It seems as though you are in the 
present day and yet in the past simultaneously. The 
fast-moving rhine divides the city into two parts, 
which is one of the reasons why the citizens of Ba-
sel consider themselves different from the rest of 
the Swiss. There is no other city in their small coun-

try that has three railway stations. Basel has ancient 
and strong links to its neighbors, which is the rea-
son for its openness that is also characteristic of the 
Basel University Hospital, one of the leading Swiss 
university medical centers. Its impeccable interna-
tional reputation attracts patients from the whole 
country and from all over the world. Basel Univer-
sity, where the hospital is based, was founded in 
1460 and is the oldest in the county.

FROM A uNIvERSITY LEvEL
The university standard guarantees quality. every 
year, around 25,000 patients undergo treatment at 
the University Hospital, Basel (USB), over 125,000 
receive outpatient care, and over 2,300 babies are 
born. The hospital staff consists of 700 doctors, 
1,500 nurses and many other specialists from dif-
ferent areas. The hospital benefits from the proxim-
ity of the Basel research Center, which is a world 
leader in chemistry and pharmacology. Due to the 
constant exchanges of experience, knowledge trans-

SwiSS doctorS |  University hOspital Basel

 BAseL
 lies in the heart of eu-

rope, on both banks of 
the rhine. the city is 
the centre of the idyl-
lic border triangle of 

france, Germany and 
Switzerland – lying 

between the Swiss Jura, 
Germany’s Black for-

est and the vosges in 
alsace.

The whole world knows that Switzerland boasts a great number of medical clinics, and 
that Swiss doctors are one of the best. As an experienced person, I am interested not only 

in the treatment that a clinic has to offer but also in the way that it is offered. I pay ut-
most attention to communication with non-medical services.

TEXT marinika markova
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fer and intensive collaboration between science and 
practical medicine, the hospital patients have con-
siderable advantages, from the use of cutting-edge 
diagnostics and therapy methods to the experience 
of highly-qualified specialists and the best quality 
of implants.

SPECIALIzED SERvICE 
FOR FOREIGN PATIENTS
aside from the exceptional quality of its medi-
cal specialists, University Hospital, Basel boasts 

an International Service. The task of the service 
is to stay in touch with the patients who leave 
Switzerland or europe. although similar services 
exist in other places as well, USB has something 
different to offer. Its uniqueness lies in the fact 
that the service takes care of the patients and 
their relatives for the entire time that a person is 
attended to by local doctors. The service covers 
all things that a person must do before, during 
and even after their therapy, including answers 
to responses about medical services and doctors, F
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organizing consultations with USB specialists, or 
the questions about staying at the hospital. They 
also make appointments, oversee the patients and 
coordinate all medical procedures with the hos-
pital and its partners (such as Basel University 
Children’s Hospital, different clinics, universities, 
etc). Moreover, the service puts the relatives or 
friends of the patients up in partner hotels. This 
is all very convenient for patients themselves and 
for those in charge of their treatment. They do 
not have to worry about how to make an appoint-
ment with a specialist or how to schedule their 
time so that they can finish one procedure and 
go into another… The only thing you care about 
is your own health. 

You can contact the service personally or 
through your medical agent if you are un-
able to do it yourself for some reason (such as 
confidentiality).

PERSONAL APPROACH
Staying in a hospital or in a foreign country gen-
erally means physical and mental stress. Foreign 
patients usually experience additional pressure, 
which is why it is so important to find the right 
doctor for your treatment. For every patient to 
experience the individual approach, the Inter-
national Service at the University Hospital of-
fers a special feature, a Personal Service Manag-
er. Based on the initial medical conclusion, infor-
mation about the patient available in the hospital, 

as well as the patient’s requirements and wishes, 
a personal assistant determines which doctor the 
patient would feel the most comfortable with, 
whom he will be able to communicate with and to 
trust during their treatment period. The best re-
sults are obtained only when a patient and a doc-
tor are partners, and the specialists of the hospi-
tal emphasize this even at the earliest stages of 
discussion.

«We believe, and our extensive experience in 
organizing treatment for foreign patients proves, 
that individual approach and the assistance of a 
personal manager are the very things that secure 
the patient’s comfort while staying with is. USB 
has a complicated structure, and sometimes it is 
difficult to understand how it functions, especial-
ly if you don’t speak a foreign language. a person-
al assistant who realizes how the hospital works, 
helps the patient understand it, and also facili-
tates communication between a patient and the 
doctors, is a must», – says Simone ruedlin, head 
of the International Service.

INITIAL STuDIES 
AND CALCuLATIONS
During the process of considering my treatment 
plan, it was particularly interesting that there was 
no standard initial check-up. The doctors here be-
lieve that it is useless in 80% of cases and the pa-
tient just undergoes various redundant tests and 
pays extra money. USB specialists believe in con-
ducting only the research which is absolutely nec-
essary. I was pleased to see that the hospital ac-
tually cared about their future patients’ finan-
cial state. This is a professional approach by the 
people who understand the role of precise calcu-
lations in modern medical treatment; the calcula-
tions both of time and money. a patient receives 
a detailed treatment offer that outlines the sched-
ule and the cost of their stay in the hospital; what 
exactly is going to happen, and how much money 
is required for it. People can make a deposit be-
fore treatment begins, and then after the proce-
dures end their cost will be re-calculated, taking 
all services into account. The form of payment is 
standard; a detailed calculation of the sum once 
the treatment is over. 

More importantly, you can come to USB with 
the results of your initial check-ups and tests 
(for example, biochemical blood tests, MrI 
scan) or even send them in in advance. If they 
comply with hospital standards, they will be 

SwiSS doctorS |  University hOspital Basel

The service covers all things 
that a person must do before, 
during and after their therapy
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taken into consideration during the diagnos-
tic procedures. The hospital specialists trust 
their foreign colleagues, but in case of even the 
slightest shadow of doubt, they will insist on 
additional testing.

COMFORT IS IMPORTANT 
FOR EvERYONE
all hospital staff speaks english and German, so 
I have not experienced any communication prob-
lems. If a patient can only speak their mother 
tongue, employees from the interpreters’ service 
accompany them everywhere. They help a patient 
to describe their symptoms to the doctor, com-
municate their wishes, understand the doctors’ 
explanations of treatment, procedures, and any 
feelings a patient may experience during certain 
stages of therapy. The interpreters are also pre-
pared to help the patients’ relatives in different 
everyday situations, such as shopping or travel. 

The patients’ comfort depends on the presence 
of a relative or a friend nearby. Therefore, the 
hospital offers family members a free stay in a 
patient’s room (upon a patient’s consent). I be-

lieve this is a very compassionate and humanistic 
approach to treatment. The International Service 
can also assist the relatives of foreign patients in 
obtaining visas in case they need them, or would 
just like to be near a patient during the course of 
treatment. 

Patients from different countries also dif-
fer in their wants and needs. That is why com-
munication is based on the day-to-day realities 
that are customary for a patient, and nation-
al and cultural characteristics, tastes and tradi-
tions are taken into consideration to the great-
est possible extent.

ALWAYS IN TOuCH
For me, the greatest advantage of the hospital was 
the fact that I could consult my personal doctor 
and other specialists at any time once my treat-
ment was over. The doctors in the hospital re-
member every patient, and if they were to re-
quire any additional tests or treatment, then the 
doctors would give them their full attention and 
suggest steps and procedures for the patient to 
stay healthy.

hospitAL
the patients’ comfort 
depends on the presence 
of a relative or a friend 
nearby. all hospital 
staff speaks english and 
German, so i have not 
experienced any com-
munication problems. 

repUtAtion
the medical, educational and 
research potential of the hos-
pital are well-known around 
the world. the hospital is fa-
mous for its highly qualified 
staff, modern equipment and 
advanced technology that help 
the patients maintain or re-
store their health.

AreAs 
of speciAlizAtion
it is the largest hospital in 
Basel and one of five leading 
medical centers in switzer-

land with the highest interna-
tionally recognized treatment 
standards, which unites over 
fifty clinics, polyclinics and in-
stitutes that work in close col-
laboration. these include an 
oncology department (oncolo-
gy surgery, neuro-endocrinol-
ogy), a urology department, a 
cardiology center (cardiology 
department and cardio-thorac-
ic surgery department), and an 
orthopedic and traumatology 
department. UsB specialists 
conduct surgery for complicat-
ed post-traumatic and degen-

erative joint damage, recovery 
operations of post-traumatic 
deformations, pathological 
mobility and non-union frac-
tures, as well as spine, foot 
and ankle joint surgeries.
the University Hospital, Basel 
is the place for complicated 
cardio-surgical operations, in-
cluding operations on hearts 
which have stopped beating, 
using a cardiac pump. A new 
program for the treatment of 
heart failure is very popular. 
the hospital offers surgical 
treatment using laser technol-

ogy (da Vinci robot), as well 
as a full range of cutting-edge 
minimally invasive endoscop-
ic, laparoscopic and open sur-
gical procedures.

contAct 
DetAils
University 
Hospital Basel
international service
Hebelstrasse 32
4031 Basel
tel: +41 61 55 65755
fax:+41 61 26 52177
international@usb.ch
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The song «(Get Your kicks On) Route 66», which was written in 1946 and covered 
by such performers as Chuck berry, The Rolling Stones, Depeche Mode and ma-
ny others at different times, has inspired generations to cross the united States of 

America from west to east on that very Route 66.
TEXT roman tyulyakov, proalps.ru

gRanD TOuR 
Of SWITzeRLanD

горы
Швейцарский 
перевал Тремола – 
одно из культовых 
мест для всех 
автомобилистов 
и байкеров.

he Grand Tour of Switzerland is half the 
length of its trans-atlantic prototype 
and does not yet have its own anthem, 
but it definitely has the potential to go 

down in history as a prime tourist experience in 
this country.

The Swiss have created a unique route – even 
though almost 60% of their country is covered by 

the alps – considering the size of the country and 
the number of cultural, architectural, and natural 
sites per hectare. Using one of europe’s best railway 
and road systems, the Grand Tour of Switzerland 
passes through four regions in which a number 
of different languages are spoken and five moun-
tain passes, 22 lakes located in the vicinity of 11 
UNeSCO World Heritage Sites, and two stunning 

T
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biosphere reserves may be witnessed. In total, the 
route traverses 1,643 kilometers at altitudes of be-
tween 193 and 2,429 meters above sea level.

LAkES
Can you imagine that tiny little Switzerland has 
1,484 lakes?! The Grand Tour route takes in just 
two dozen of them, but these are some of the most 
beautiful! Lake Geneva, Lake Neuchôtel and Lake 
Thun, Lake Zurich and Lake Lucerne, Lake Mag-
giore and Lake Lugano... these are not just the larg-
est bodies of fresh water in Switzerland but are, 
moreover, unique natural ecosystems set among 
picturesque landscapes. It is a true cultural phe-
nomenon to immerse oneself in the way of life of 
coastal towns and villages. Take a walk along the 
coast or take a boat ride, go fishing, go sunbath-
ing, or have a snack in the shade. You can take a 
swim while on the road – do not deprive yourself 
of this pleasure!

MOuNTAIN PASSES
Mountain passes in Switzerland in summer are an 
obvious fetish in the motorcycle community and 
also among owners of convertibles and simpler 
cars from all over europe. It is considered man-
datory for all respectable biker and car clubs in 
alpine countries to make two or three passes per 
day with an obligatory stop for lunch at the high-
est point. They can even spend a night at a historic 
hotel or shelter near one of them. an exhibition of 
vintage racing cars and motorcycles at which you 
can find the owners nibbling on some snacks and 
discussing the whole history of the global automo-
tive industry with friends over a glass of wine or 
beer is much better and more authentic than the 
Geneva Motor Show!

CITIES
City walks are one of the key elements of the Swiss 
tourism industry. Cherished relics and artifacts, 

the Grand tour
of Switzerland 

covers four 
multilingual 

regions

spOnsOred statement
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museums, rare and ambitious exhibitions… cen-
turies of architectural heritage, art and entertain-
ment, gastronomy, and even shopping! You get to 
decide what to do with your time, but we strongly 
recommend turning Zurich, Lausanne, Bern, Lu-
cerne, and Lugano into something more than just 
an ideal place for a comfortable overnight stay on 
your way. You can get plenty of impressions dur-
ing just a few hours or, better still, a couple of days 
with the help of any tourist office. You can even 
do it yourself online by visiting www.myswitzer-
land.com.

LANDMARkS
There are many iconic landmarks in Switzerland 
which are unique natural and artificial creations. 
Some are located far away from big cities and high-
ways. For example, the Matterhorn is Switzerland’s 
most famous mountain. Many tourists like tak-
ing pictures there. There is also the highest railway 

station in europe located close to the summits of 
the eiger, Jungfrau and Mônch mountains (3,454 
m). Others landmarks can be found in the heart of 
Swiss cities: for example, the historical center of 
Bern or the famous library of the abbey of Saint 
Gall, which is one of the main Benedictine abbeys 
in europe. Do not forget that the Grand Tour also 
includes The rhine Falls near Zurich, the Lavaux 
vineyards set high above Lake Geneva, Chateau de 
Chillon located near Montreux, and many more.

GRAND TRAIN TOuR
The Swiss would not be the Swiss if they did not 
provide an alternative way to discover all these 
wonders and travel the Grand Tour route in com-
fort and with minimum effort. For those who do 
not have a driver’s license or don’t feel like driv-
ing on the (excellent) Swiss roads, there is a spe-
cial Grand Train Tour. We are talking about a col-
orful journey through Switzerland by train, as of-

the library 
at the Abbey 
of St. Gallen 

is one of 
Switzerland's 
many treasures
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fered by the Swiss Travel System. all you have to 
do is get off the luxury train and visit one of the 
many points of interest along the route. Some peo-
ple are satisfied with less: they enjoy the view from 
the panoramic train windows going through plac-
es inaccessible by road. You can take unique pic-
tures and make up an entire album of wonderful 
photos on this journey. The windows, by the way, 
are easy to open, and your shot won’t be ruined by 
spots and random sun glares.

MEMO TO DRIvERS
In Switzerland there are practically no motels near 
the road, unlike austria or Germany, where it is 
possible to drive along any given road and find 
a place to stay. So, plan your overnight stops in 
advance.

There are not so many gas stations along the high-
ways far from the cities, so it is advisable to keep the 
gas tank at least half full at all times. This is espe-

cially important when it comes to mountain passes, 
since fuel consumption increases markedly there.

The cost of gas on the highway is higher than in 
small towns and villages, but big gas stations are al-
so a place to buy food and useful household/trav-
el items.

In Switzerland there are no toll roads, but you 
need a special sticker, which costs 40 francs and can 
be purchase at virtually any gas station and post of-
fice, to drive across the country.

On weekdays, all bypass roads and many high-
ways to such major cities as Geneva, Zurich, Lu-
cerne, Bern, and Basel, if not completely jammed, 
will be moving very slowly from about 4 pm to 7 
pm. Keep this in mind!

Parking spaces in Switzerland, as a rule, are paid. 
To avoid confusion, do not neglect to use parking 
meters in big cities, and even in resorts. Pay atten-
tion to signs: parking spaces are often free of charge 
from 7 pm to 7 am.

tiCino
this canton is an 
eclectic mix of italy’s 
rich cultural influence 
and Switzerland’s 
remarkable beauty, 
respect for nature and 
love for tradition. 
ticino is a place of 
surprising contrasts. 
Here you’ll find the 
legendary peaks clad 
in snow, while on 
the avenues there are 
palm trees. there are 
bustling cityscapes, 
but there are also 
secluded valleys, lakes 
and wild rivers.

spOnsOred statement
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We are living in the modern world and this requires speed and flexibility 
in our movements. The key role here is played by our joints. Joints are 

complex mechanisms which, just like a clock, consist of many parts. However, 
sometimes, the human body, the same as a clock, breaks or wears out. We 

then need to recover quickly to move on. Due to a unique project called Joint-
Progress, headed by Schulenburg Jörg Christian M.D. at the Merian Iselin 
Clinic, it is now possible to perform joint surgery and get a patient back on 

their feet very quickly. Thanks to this project, patients no longer have to stay in 
hospital for a long time.

TEXT maryana Hautmann 

THe TImeS
In STeP WITH

Joint Progress Project
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octor Schulenburg, there is a stereo-
type that if you have undergone sur-
gery, especially joint surgery, then 
you will have to spend at least a week 

in the hospital...
– We started the Joint-Progress project in order 

to do the treatment as efficiently and fast as pos-
sible. Previously, the patients who had to under-
go a hip or knee replacement surgery had to stay 
for a long time at the hospital. Switzerland, when 
compared with other countries, has longer periods 
of hospital stay. Perhaps it is somehow connected 
to the mentality of our patients or maybe this can 
be explained by economic reasons, since earlier all 
hospitals were financed according to different prin-
ciples. Until 2000, a patient who had to undergo hip 
replacement surgery would stay almost 2 weeks at 
the hospital on average. In 2005, this time was re-
duced to 10-12 days and in 2013 to 9-11 days. The 
Joint-Progress project allows for the shortening of 
this period even more. Our main goal is to make 
sure that our patients get on their feet as quickly as 
possible, start walking independently, and return 
home to their familiar way of life. To make this 
happen, this project involves everything starting 
from the patient and ending with the doctors and 
staff members who are responsible for their treat-
ment. as a result, our patients get more effective 
treatment in a shorter time.

– Don’t you think it is dangerous for a patient 
to be discharged from the hospital so soon?

– I think that the fact that people think that the 
longer they stay at the hospital, the better it is for 
them is a delusion. a prolonged hospital stay may 
harm them. after all, it increases the risk of throm-
bosis and you might get some hospital infections 
which can be very dangerous...

– Why is this happening?
– The people who are discharged just a couple 

of days after surgery move more. Therefore, it im-
proves blood circulation and reduces the risk of 
thrombosis. They get back to their familiar way of 
life faster and easier. It is a proven fact that by be-
ing discharged from the hospital earlier, patients 
reduce the chances of getting some risks.

– But it happens that people want to stay lon-
ger under the supervision of doctors. Perhaps 
this is more psychological and it feels safer at 
the hospital than at home?

– The decision on how long a patient will stay at 
the hospital is taken on the basis of medical expe-
diency, not their desires. Previously, it happened 
that patients were allowed to extend this period, 
but today this is only possible if doctors deem it 

SwiSS doctorS |  merian iselin

D Our goal is to ensure the 
quickest possible recovery 

for each patient
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necessary. People do not know all the pros and 
cons. They think that if they are under the super-
vision of doctors, it means they are completely safe. 
On one hand, it is true, but there are certain risks.

at the moment, things are structured better. a 
patient is prepared in advance for the fact that they 
might, for example, be discharged on Friday. and 
all the psychological factors, of course, are taken 
into account during the preparations for surgery.

– Are you the first one who started this proj-
ect in Switzerland?

– Yes, it happened a year ago. Joint-Progress is 
about 15 years old in the USa and asia. In europe 
this project was introduced in 2003 (in Denmark, 
in the Netherlands and the UK). If, previously, a 
hospital stay lasted an average of 13 days, that pe-
riod can now be shortened to 4-6 days. Patients are 
satisfied that the treatment is effective.

The problem is that for such a project you have 
to create a whole service chain starting from the ad-
ministration, informing patients and ending with 
anesthesiologists, surgery, treatment, and recovery. 
everything must work well, without delay.

The anesthesiology department should improve 
the anesthesia technique so that a patient can be 
mobilized after only 2-3 hours after surgery. I am 
talking about restoring the mobility of joints, so 
that a patient can get back on their feet. We do not 
use opiates. Painkillers should be very accurately 
chosen. They must deal with the pain and not cause 
illness, nausea, etc. Therefore, drugs that are also 
able to change the pain threshold and pain percep-
tion are used. For example, in such cases where we 
apply local anesthesia, whereby we inject the en-
tire area of the wound in order for a painkiller to 
work, anesthesia no longer affects the spinal canal 
afterwards. Thus, a patient feels no pain. In addi-
tion, we use drugs which reduce the risk of bleed-
ing during surgery.

Surgeons have to adapt to innovations. For ex-
ample, we no longer use tourniquets during sur-
gery. Therefore, special attention to the vessels 
should be paid. However, the fact that we no lon-
ger use tourniquets is beneficial to patients, as it 

reduces the risk of bruising, bleeding and swell-
ing later on.

– Which diseases are better treated using 
this method? And for which diseases is it not 
recommended?

– I think Joint-Progress is applicable to all kinds 
of surgeries. We are talking about the motor appa-
ratus. But in the case of the same approach when 
it comes to internal organ surgeries, this concept 
can also be used, albeit with some modifications. 
Just by simplifying the process we can buy a lot of 
time and this will be a plus for patients. The proj-
ect can be compared to a puzzle in which patients 
remain the central piece.

– What can you tell us about post-surgery 
rehabilitation?

– Physiotherapy is fully involved during the post-
surgery rehabilitation period. Just after 2 or 3 hours 
after surgery, physiotherapists should be close to 
the patient during mobilization, which is the pro-
cess of stimulating the joint with the hands in order 
to restore mobility. Today, it is a well-controlled 
process: for example, a patient who had surgery 
at 10 am can, at one o’clock, be sent to the depart-
ment where they perform mobilization.

Upon returning home, the rehabilitation contin-
ues. It has been proved that patients who undergo 
hip surgery walk much better by themselves. Such 
patients need less physiotherapy procedures than 
those who have had knee surgery. Here, the situ-
ation remains the same: you need to work your 
knees out, bringing back mobility. and a physi-
cal therapist should pay special attention to this.

– Do you work as a chiropractor? Or just as 
a surgeon?

– Our clinic does not offer manual therapy, but 
we use all possible types of medical treatment be-
fore a patient is delivered to us. The attending phy-
sician, whether a rheumatologist or conservative 
orthopedist, tries all known techniques, including 
manual therapy, chiropractic, and Chinese med-
icine. But most of all, of course, we are talking 
about the usual physiotherapy.

I use my education and expertise in the chiro-
practic field more for diagnosis than treatment. 
There are many manual therapists who do their 
job well, but my main activity is to perform sur-
gery. Chiropractic help is very good for people 
who make a diagnosis. and if I see that it is not 
yet possible to operate on the joint of the knee 
because it is too early, I recommend a patient see 
a chiropractic specialist, or go for acupuncture. 

SwiSS doctorS |  merian iselin

The project can be compared 
to a puzzle, and the patient is 

the central piece in that puzzle
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AreAs 
of speciAlizAtion
Merian iselin is a private clinic, 
located in the town of Basel. it 
specializes in orthopedics and, 
in particular, treatment of joint 
diseases. Merian iselin offers 
high-quality treatment and high 
performance rehabilitation. 
surgeons of the clinic perform 
complex surgeries, such as 
hip and knee joint replacement 
surgery. A feature of Merian 

iselin’s treatment is the use 
of minimally invasive surgical 
techniques whereby surgeries 
are more efficient and with 
minimal complications. in 
addition, computer modeling 
and computer visualization are 
widely used in the clinic.

in addition to orthopedic 
surgery, the clinic offers the 
following services: general 
surgery, vascular surgery, 
urology, otolaryngology, 

neurology, and reconstructive, 
plastic, and aesthetic surgeries.

the clinic has a 130-bed 
facility for inpatients and, in 
addition, there is a day hospital. 
it has its own laboratory, 
radiology department, and 
modern well-equipped 
physiotherapy department.

cHeck Up
A primary examination takes 
just one day. this includes 

examination by a specialist 
and ultrasound, X-rays, etc. 
if necessary.

contAct 
inforMAtion
Merian 
iselin
foehrenstrasse 2
cH-4009 Basel
tel.: +41 61 305 12 12
fax: +41 61 3051866
www.merianiselin.ch

We plan all surgeries carefully. My schedule is 
booked 2-4 weeks ahead. and it is very difficult 
to add someone to this. In addition, a person’s 
decision must be well balanced. another thing 
is that if a former patient of mine feels worse, 
I would, of course, immediately include them in 
my schedule. after all, I should know what emer-
gency measures are needed in this particular case 
better than anyone.

It often happens that you see a patient for the 
first time and right away you realize that the hip 
joint has already been destroyed. In this case it is 
necessary to operate as quickly as possible. Then 
we accelerate the entire process and after 4-6 
weeks we do the surgery.

But before you decide to go with a joint re-
placement surgery, it is necessary to think about 
it for a while. Therefore, each case is carefully in-
spected by us, we study it from all sides, weigh 
the pros and cons. The patient should know what 
they are in for.

We do not offer something extra, but will do ev-
erything necessary.

– Do you treat sports injuries? Many famous 
athletes have joint problems and they need to get 
back on their feet as quick as possible.

– Yes, our clinic offers a wide range of services. 
We have very great potential in terms of repeat-
ed orthopedics problems and in-
juries. We have experts working 
with various parts of the body, 
such as the shoulders or arms. 
The only thing that we don’t 
have in the clinic today is spine 
specialists, although people with 
old sports injuries of the muscu-
loskeletal system who then had 
problems after surgery have 
happened to seek our help.

– What should foreign pa-
tients do before coming to you? 
I believe that this question is 
relevant not only to athletes 
but also to amateurs who love 
skiing and are engaged in other 
types of normal sports. 

– It all depends on how far 
away the person lives. We should 
see them before surgery at least 
once. It is our requirement. Of 
course, any information from 
the attending physician and pre-
vious X-rays will be of help. ev-
erything plays a big role in decid-
ing whether you need surgery or 
not. But it can also be discussed 
during the very first visit to the 
doctor if everything you need in 
advance cannot be sent via email.

schulenburg Jorg 
Christian M.D.

is a specialist in orthopedics, and 
in sports medicine. In 1977 he got 
his high school diploma from Alten 
Kantonsschule in Aarau. In 1986 he 

graduated from the University of Basel 
(Switzerland), majoring in health and 

medicine. Area of activity: hip and knee 
replacement surgeries.

In 1994 he was certified as an ortho-
pedic surgeon and trauma surgeon 

(taught by professors Ochsner, Muller, 
and Morscher). In 1996 he opened a 
private practice in Basel. He is cur-
rently working as an affiliated doctor 

at the Merian Iselin clinic. Since 1999 
he has been a member of the Swiss 
Society of Sports Medicine (SGSM) 

and a member of the Swiss Society for 
Manual Medicine (SAMM). Also, at dif-

ferent times, he was chairman of the 
Northwest Orthopedic Surgeons Sec-
tion (2000-2008); he is also a mem-
ber of the Medical Society in Basel; a 

member of the Swiss Society of Ortho-
pedics and Traumatology (Swiss ortho-
pedics); a member of the AGA-Society 
for Arthroscopy and Joint Surgery; and 

a member of the Swiss Association 
against Osteoporosis.
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hotel
each one of the 7132 hotel’s guests may 
be sure that he or she is a valued guest 
rather than just a number in the regis-
ter. The hotel staff will do everything 
they can to make sure you enjoy our 
hospitality, not to mention the highest 
quality service and the feeling of total 
relaxation that you will experience at 
this remote place, far from the main-
stream tourist trail.

vals
The formula for the magic of Vals com-
mune in Switzerland is simple – 1,000 
citizens, 1,000 sheep and 1,000 hotel 
rooms. The secret of the laid-back at-
mosphere of Vals valley lies in this mar-
velous ratio. You can enjoy tranquility 
and as much privacy as you desire – 
Vals makes all your dreams come true. 

spA
The water for the hotel’s SPa complex 
comes from a sulphur-calcium hydro-
carbonate hot spring that has ideal ther-
apeutic properties. The outstanding 
architect Peter Zumtor built not just a 
hotel on an old mineral spring but an 
undoubted masterpiece, the quintes-
sence of what a spa resort should be. 

Kitchen
In our hotel restaurants you can enjoy 
the pinnacle of the culinary arts made 
with the freshest organic food, grown 
in our hotel’s fields and gardens. 

contAct DeAtAils
7132 Hotel
СH-7132 Vals
tel.: +41 58 7132 000
hotel@7132.com
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The number of cancer patients is increasing each year, and breast cancer has a par-
ticularly high place on the list. Doctors maintain that almost every woman is at risk, 
as the disease is partially hereditary. Most families have somebody who has suffered 

from it; a mother, a grandmother, or a distant relative. The closer the relative, the 
higher the risk of developing the disease.

TEXT maria-anna Laemmli

SwiSS doctorS |  University hOspital ZUrich

BReaST
PSYCHIC TenSIOn
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rofessor Daniel Fink, President of the Swiss 
association of Gynecological Oncology 
(aGO) and the Head of the Department of 
Gynecology at University Hospital  Zurich, 

is certain that if you have a medical examination in 
time you will experience only minimal problems, and 
save yourself a lot of trouble in future. 

– Professor Fink, specialists in genetics are cur-
rently concerned about the influence of the «Jolie 
effect» on society. Scientists warn that mutations 
in the BrCA1 and BrCA2 genes do not signify a 
risk of a malignant tumor occurring and are not 
a reason for surgical intervention…

– angelina Jolie had a mastectomy and replaced 
her breasts with implants, and then she also had an 
oophorectomy, which removed her ovaries. But she 
had a good reason to do that: all the women in her 
family, including her sister, mother and aunt, are 
prone to cancer. Besides, she had the BrCa muta-
tion in her genes, which increased the probability of 
cancer, and sooner or later Jolie would have become 
ill if the situation had been allowed to continue. 

– Many women who find out that they have 
dangerous mutations go to surgical depart-
ments at clinics to have mastectomies. How jus-
tified is this?

– each case is individual. No hasty conclusions 
should be drawn without precise tests, investiga-
tions, anamnesis and personal meetings. We rec-

SwiSS doctorS |  University hOspital ZUrich

P

prof Daniel fink
Doctor of medical science, is a 

world-class expert in the field of 
oncological women’s diseases. 
He graduated from the Medical 
Department of Zurich University 
in 1990. In 1998, he was award-
ed the Venia Legendi degree in 
Obstetrics and Gynecology. In 
2004, Professor Fink became 
the Head of the Department of 

Gynecology at University Hospi-
tal Zurich. He is also President 
of the Swiss Association for Gy-

necological Oncology (AGO).

ommend that women who wish to have a «preven-
tative» mastectomy carefully examine all the con-
sequences and risks and consult qualified doctors. 

– Can we say with confidence that this kind of 
prevention reduces the risk of cancer?

– Yes, of course. If a woman wants to be sure of 
staying healthy, then a mastectomy may be a good 
option. But this is a very complicated issue. You 
need good reason to recommend this kind of oper-
ation, and you need to talk to the patient about it 
for a long time, not just once. It is also important 
to know when to carry out the operation. If there 
is no issue of family planning, then you can under-
go an oophorectomy and a mastectomy.

– Have there been any cases when women re-
fused to have an operation, and it became clear 
over time that the decision was justified and they 
did not develop cancer?

– Yes, this can also happen. according to sta-
tistics, 20% of women with BrCa mutations will 
avoid this terrible diagnosis. However, a doctor 
does not know in advance who is going to fall in-
to that 20%. 

– When there is a clear need for a mastectomy, 
do you tell patient about it yourself or is it the 
psychologist’s job? 

– I do it myself. Often women are accompanied 
by their husbands. Sometimes it is the man who in-
sists that his wife gets implants, so I believe these 
joint discussions are very important. Of course it 
does happen that a psychologist is needed. Such 
conversations all differ from each other. Some of 
them get very emotional, which is understandable, 
as women find it very difficult to make a decision 
like this. We can meet once, twice or even more 
times. Sometimes the discussion process lasts for 
up to two years! 

– If a woman agrees to a preventive operation, 
does it mean that she will never get breast cancer 
in the future? 

– This is true to a great extent.
– It seems that this is a complicated psycho-

logical issue…
– Yes, it is very complicated.
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– let’s say that the woman is ready to undergo 
an operation. How do husbands respond? Do they 
give support when it comes to making the deci-
sion, in your experience?

– If a woman comes to the appointment with her 
husband, it usually means that he supports her, oth-
erwise she would have come alone. In most cases, 
the men agree to the operation, arguing that they 
want their wives to be healthy. 

– What are the positive trends that you have ob-
served in the treatment of breast cancer?

– Unfortunately, this disease is becoming more 
and more frequent, but fortunately fewer and few-
er women are dying of it. This is because we can 
identify breast cancer at an earlier stage than be-
fore, through means which include mammography 
and timely examinations. Complex therapy against 
breast cancer and a variety of tests has also helped 
us a lot. We have made significant progress in this 
field over the past ten years. The forecast is better 
than it was before. We perform fewer radical surger-
ies and mainly operate using a more gentle method. 

– What is the cause of breast cancer? 
– No one knows exactly but normally it is a multi-

factorial disease. There are risk factors, of course, 
such as nutrition, which play a certain role. If we 
consider europe, cancer occurs much more fre-
quently in Scandinavia than in the south, in Spain, 
Portugal, Greece or Italy. We also know that the 
disease is more prevalent in wealthy countries with 
high living standards than in poor ones, such as in 
african countries. 

– When should a woman have her first 
examination? 

– Between the age of 40 and 50, and then once 
every two years if there is no hereditary factor. If 
someone has suffered or is suffering from breast 
cancer in the family (e.g. mother, grandmother), 
then a woman should go for her first examination 
and have a mammogram 10 years earlier than the 
age at which the relative’s disease was identified. 
For example, if the mother was 45 years old when 
she had breast cancer, then you have to go to the 
doctor as early as 35. If it was a distant relative, then 
the woman should be examined and have a mam-
mogram every one to two years, and if the relative 
is close, she should do so every year. 

– However, there are arguments amongst spe-
cialists that mammography is dangerous because 
of the risk of exposure. 

– Mammography is much less dangerous than 
the cancer which it helps to fight. Look, there are 

vaccinations, and thanks to them cancers in cer-
tain organs can now be prevented. But this is also 
in dispute. There will always be arguments for and 
against this amongst doctors. Obviously, it is mam-
mography that helps detect cancer at an early stage 
today, which means that it is needed. a woman may 
be afraid that something may be found during an 
examination, but there is no danger from mammog-
raphy itself. In any case, Zurich University Hospi-
tal now has very modern equipment which is sig-
nificantly different from the previous generation 
of equipment. 

– How can you recognize cancer in time? 
– If you examine your breast yourself, you may 

notice a tumor in time, and then you should go to 
the doctor. Unfortunately, cancer is now occurring 
at a younger age and there are more and more wom-
en under 30 who suffer from it.

– Does the risk of developing cancer increase if 
you take hormonal medication?

– Today hormone replacement therapy is used in 
special situations. Previously, if a woman turned 50, 
she was often immediately prescribed hormones. 
However, today we no longer give hormones if the 

SwiSS doctorS |  University hOspital ZUrich
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patient is without symptoms. It is another thing if 
she feels depressed or dejected, and understands 
that these are the symptoms of a lack of hormones 
and comes to us for help. Sometimes a woman just 
wants to feel or look younger, because this is the 
way she wants to live or is important for her work. 
Some women want to extend menstruation (this 
usually depends on the culture of the country) and 
so they choose to go on hormone therapy. 

There are different types of hormone replace-
ment therapy we might prescribe which depend on 

the disease, or on whether or not the patient lacks 
energy, and so on. But you are quite right: taking 
hormones generates some risk factors, but this is 
generally a separate issue. 

– If the patient comes to you from abroad, how 
long will it take to examine her? How much time 
is needed for an operation?

– The examination can be completed during a 
single appointment. It does not matter whether the 
patient was diagnosed with cancer or if she found 
some changes in her breast. She will need about one 
hour for a primary consultation and to go to the ex-
aminations that are required. after that, everything 
depends on the results. She may need to come once 
more, but it depends on the situation.

a typical breast cancer operation lasts an hour 
and a half, and the patient will need to stay in hospi-
tal for two to four days, but we try to make this pe-
riod as comfortable as possible by alleviating their 
pain and responding quickly to all requests. The 
next day, the patient can go for a walk. It is desir-
able to spend a few days in a hotel after being dis-
charged from the clinic rather than flying home 
immediately.

– Do people have to come for a later examina-
tion after the operation? 

– Patients from abroad fall into two categories; 
some women need to keep in touch with the doctor 
and so they visit us every 3-6 months, while others 
return only several years later. 

the stArs 
many celebrities – 
including angelina 
Jolie, Christina 
applegate, olivia 
newton-John, Sharon 
osbourne and wanda 
Sykes – have undergone 
mastectomy.

SwiSS doctorS |  University hOspital ZUrich

History
the gynecology department 
of zurich canton Hospital has 
been operational since the end 
of the 19th century and became 
affiliated with University Hos-
pital zurich in 1941. today, it 
is an internationally recognized 
center of gynecological oncol-
ogy and minimally invasive sur-
gery which is included in the 
structure of one of the largest 
medical institutions in europe. 

AreAs 
of speciAlizAtion
Doctors use the latest meth-
ods of diagnostics in the sur-
gical and medicinal treatment 
of gynecological and urologi-
cal diseases, including ovar-
ian cancer, uterine fibroids 
and cancer, cervical cancer, 
endometriosis, inappropri-
ate urination and pelvic pro-
lapses. there is a Mammo-
gram center within the clinic 

which specializes in the treat-
ment and prevention of breast 
cancer. 

cHeck Ups
primary general check-ups 
are conducted every day ex-
cept saturday and sunday 
from 7.45 to 16.45.

to make a private appoint-
ment with professor fink, 
contact his assistant, 
Mrs. Bernadette Maag, 

by phone on 
+41 (0)44 255 52 04.

contAct 
inforMAtion
University Hospital zurich
Department of Gynecology
frauenklinikstrasse 10
cH-8091 zurich
tel.: +41 (0)44 255 52 04 
fax: +41 (0)44 255 44 33
bernadette.maag@usz.ch; 
www.gynaekologie.usz.ch



City
Come face to face with 
Zurich’s past and pres-
ent through a selection 

of buildings, stories and 
anecdotes. you too will 

be fascinated by the 
rich testimonies to by-
gone days which docu-
ment the early inter-

national significance of 
the city.
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zuRICH – WORLD CLASS.
SWISS MADE.
zurich brings together creative city life and idyllic 
scenery within the smallest of areas. Art connois-
seurs and culture enthusiasts have over 50 museums 
and more than 100 galleries to choose from, while 
inquisitive city explorers can discover the striking 
contrast between the picturesque Old Town and the 
modern, constantly changing urban quarters. Nature 
lovers seeking fresh air and open green spaces will de-
light in the city’s location directly by the lake, in its 
abundant expanses of forest and parkland, and in its 
very own mountain, the uetliberg. In addition, the 
vibrant nightlife, offering the widest choice of enter-
tainment facilities in Switzerland, is perfectly suited 
to night owls and the young at heart.

zuRICH, THE WATER CITY
Water is omnipresent in zurich. Lake zurich, around 
which the city is built, and the River Limmat, which 
winds its way past the Old Town‘s buildings and 
through up-and-coming urban quarters, lend it a re-
freshing Mediterranean ambience. In zurich, life takes 
place in, on and beside the water. Where else can you 
swim in a river or lake right in the city centre? In zu-
rich, it’s simply part of the culture. Whereas swim-
ming in a river or a lake is a daily ritual for many of 
the local inhabitants, guests in zurich also find this 

the ideal way to cool down after a shopping trip or a 
museum visit. With around 40 facilities, the region of 
zurich offers the highest density of swimming facili-
ties in the world. Of these, 18 lake, river and open-air 
swimming areas are ideal for guests who wish to cool 
down under the broad sky. And after dusk, some of 
the riverside and lakeside facilities transform into bars, 
stages and cinemas, popular meeting places on mild 
summer nights. With the soft lights reflecting on the 
water’s surface, unique moods are created each night. 
Some 1,200 fountains within the urban area quench 
the thirst of passers-by with pure drinking water and 
idyllic waterside locations offer tempting natural spec-
tacles and relaxing activities such as walks along the 
banks. zuerich.com/summer

GASTRONOMY IN zuRICH
zurich’s restaurant scene is as diverse as the city it-
self. Its 2,000+ restaurants range from award-win-
ning gourmet establishments to traditional guild 
houses with eventful pasts, right through to out-of-
the-ordinary venues in factory halls. In gastronom-
ic zurich, you can find every type of cuisine in the 
world. Particularly worth trying, however, are the 
local specialties, which taste particularly delicious 
here – no visit is complete without sampling «zürch-
er Geschnetzeltes» and cheese fondue.

NEW FROM zuRICH’S 
GASTRONOMIC SCENE 
The first purpose-built cinema in zurich was built in 
the city’s Seefeld district in 1922 and operated as the 
Razzia until 1989. Following renovations, the former 
cinema with a 20-foot-high ceiling now houses the 
splendid Razzia restaurant. The interior’s well-main-
tained screen and the 1920s vibe add a touch of glamour 
to the Mediterranean dishes served. Since the begin-
ning of January, the newly opened Milchbar welcomes 
guests who want to enjoy some refreshments during 
their shopping spree on the bahnhofstrasse or have 
a tasty snack after an eventful day by Lake zurich. 
The philosophy of this new establishment is to create 

SummeR neWS
zuRICH
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WAterfALL
europe’s biggest 
rhine falls near 

Schaffhausen 
fascinates visitors 

with its great water 
volume. the rhine 

falls provides a 
magnificent spectacle. 
across a width of 150 
meters and a height of 
23 meters, 600 m3³ of 
water plunge over the 

falls in the summer.

spOnsOred statement

a popular meeting place that combines a café-bar and 
a delicatessen by providing an easy-going and relaxed 
ambiance. Hams hang from the ceiling, a wide selec-
tion of wines are on offer on the upper floor, and the 
various types of bread – gluten-free without exception – 
are baked in the Milchbar’s own bakery. In addition, 
a mini-hotel comprising just one room has opened on 
the upper floor. This room cannot be booked, but is 
rented to the highest bidder.
zuerich.com/gastronomy

SHOPPING IN zuRICH
From luxury to international brands and from tra-
dition-steeped businesses to urban zurich labels – 
shopping in zurich inspires both aficionados of 
exclusive items and lovers of fashion. «Lädele» is 
what zurich residents call enjoying a leisurely 
shopping spree through the multi-faceted districts 
of the cityé whether along the world-famous, bus-
tling bahnhofstrasse, in the picturesque Old Town 
with its 2,000+ years of history, along the banks of 
the River Limmat, or in the trendy urban quarters 
of zurich-West and Aussersihl.

THE PERFECT HOLIDAY Hub
zurich is situated in the very heart of Europe and 
at the foot of the Swiss Alps, and is the ideal base 
from which to explore Switzerland. zurich Airport, 
which has direct connections to 170 destinations all 
over the world, is just a 10-minute train ride from 
the centrally located zurich Main Station. The Swiss 
Alps are within easy traveling distance of zurich – 
for example, for a day trip to Mount Titlis in central 
Switzerland or to the famous Jungfraujoch in the 
bernese Oberland. Europe’s most powerful water-
falls, the imposing Rhine Falls, are no more than an 

Zurich brings 
together 

creative city 
life and 

idyllic scenery 

hour away. In zurich and the surrounding region, a 
dense public transport network of trams, buses and 
trains allows visitors to get around in comfort – as 
reliable and punctual as a Swiss watch. Anyone who 
prefers to enjoy a leisurely trip on the water can ex-
plore the verdant nature along the lake’s shores or 
riverbanks by boat. With a light breeze in your face 
and beautiful views of the lush vegetation along the 
shores, a cruise on Lake zurich is particularly de-
lightful in spring and summer.
zuerich.com/excursions
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event 
highLights in 
suMMer
The city on the River Lim-
mat pulses all year round. 
The highlights of Zurich’s 
summer events calendar 
include the Aufsehen! 
Festival, the Zurich Festi-
val and the Street Parade: 

sUMMer festiVAl 
«AUfseHen!» 
// JUne 25 – 
septeMBer 06
Many will remember the 
colorful cows, bears and 
giant flowerpots that in 
the last two decades have 
brought the streets of zu-
rich to life. this year, this 
artistic tradition is being 
continued with the spec-
tacular open-air exhibi-
tion, “Aufsehen!”. the 
idea is simple, the effect 
striking: the upper part 
of the streets’ façades, 
which usually go unno-
ticed, will be creatively 
transformed into focal 
points of attention – such 
as with live paintings, 
artistic performances 
and video productions. 
the objective is to alter 
people’s angle of vision 
and open up completely 
new perspectives. zurich 
has long since upheld 
a tradition of merging 
cityscape, architecture 
and art to form a harmo-
nious whole. particularly 
renowned are the vibrant 
chagall stained-glass 
windows in the frau-
mçnster church or those 
created by Augusto Gia-
cometti in the the Gross-
mçnster. Giacometti was 
also responsible for the 
beautifully decorated en-
trance hall of zurich’s 
police station, which is 
affectionately known 
among the locals as “the 
hall of tiny flowers” due 
to its floral design. auf-
sehen-zçri.ch

zUricH festiVAl // 
JUne 12 – JUly 12
During the zurich fes-

tival, the zurich opera 
House, schauspielhaus 
municipal theater, ton-
halle concert Hall and 
kunsthaus zurich will 
transform the city into a 
lively cultural center. the 
varied program of events 
includes art exhibitions, 
readings, theater pro-
ductions and concerts. 
other organizations and 
institutions will also be 
complementing a host of 
activities with their own 
ideas and productions. 
the zurich festival is held 
annually, and each year 
is devoted to a different 
theme. in 2015, the pro-
gram is dedicated to the 
theme of “Moneypower-
love». shakespeare and 
the epoch of the renais-
sance in england and italy 
will form the centerpiece 
of the festival. festspiel-
ezuerich.ch

street pArADe // 
AUGUst 29
since 1992, the most vi-
brant house and techno 
parade in the world has 
year after year drawn 
hundreds of thousands 
of dance fans to zurich’s 
lake basin to take part in 
the street parade. Around 
30 love-Mobiles – 
brightly decorated trucks 
packed with giant music 
systems, DJs and ravers 
ç drive at walking pace 
through the crowds of 
spectators along the up-
per end of lake zurich. in 
addition to these mobile 
platforms, seven large 
stages along the route 
heighten the party mood 
with top DJs, dancers, 
live acts and multimedia 
shows. streetparade.com

eVent oUtlook 
2016
the european Biennial of 
contemporary Art Mani-
festa takes place in zurich
Manifesta is the only itin-
erant european biennial 
of contemporary art. its 
mission is to examine the 

cultural topography of 
europe. every two years, 
Manifesta finds a new 
city or region in which to 
temporarily embed itself. 
Manifesta 10 in 2014 
saw the Biennial hosted 
by the state Hermitage 
Museum in the city of st. 
petersburg, of the rus-
sian federation. zurich 
has a very long history 
of artistic and intellectual 
liberalism: it was histori-
cally an incubator for rev-
olutionary political and 
artistic movements. to-
day’s zurich is one of the 
most economically and 
technologically advanced 
cities in the world. this 
rich and rapidly evolving 
urban setting will give 
Manifesta 11 the oppor-
tunity to explore critical 
global issues relating to 
the processes of urban-
ization, urban space and 
society while reassess-
ing the role that art can 
play in such spaces and 
will provide a socially, 
politically and artistically 
significant trajectory for 
Manifesta in the coming 
years. manifesta.org

contAct:
zUricH toUrisM 
toUrist serVice
the zurich tourism tour-
ist service provides you 
with tourist information 
and brochures about the 
city and region of zurich. 
they will be happy to 
book a hotel room in the 
region of zurich and oth-
er selected destinations 
or to book a guided city 
walk, city tour or a day 
excursion. in addition you 
can purchase tickets for 
public transport and for 
cultural offers.

zUricH toUrisM 
toUrist serVice
At the Main railway 
station
cH-8001 zurich
tel. +41 44 215 40 00 / 
fax +41 44 215 40 44
touristservice@zuerich.com

spOnsOred statement
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ur interlocutor is Doctor Mazda Farshad, 
one of the hospital’s renowned specialists, 
the Head of Spine Surgery and the head of 
the unit for clinical and applied research. 

around a thousand spine surgeries are performed per 
year at his hands and the hands of his team! We be-
gan our conversation about the things they face dur-
ing their work.

– Doctor Farshad, what are the most frequent 
problems you are asked to help with?

– Most interventions in spine surgery are done 
to treat the results of degenerative processes of the 
spinal elements. Such processes can cause compres-
sion and damage of neural tissue with associated 
symptoms, such as nerve compression (radiculopa-
thy), or central spinal canal stenosis in the lumbar 
region (claudication) or the cervical region (my-
elopathy). They can also cause severe deforma-
tions, such as degenerative kyphoscoliosis, a con-
dition that can limit the mobility of an individual 
and cause excruciating pain. Further, we evaluate 
and treat patients with tumors, infections, and in-
flammation and trauma of the spine. We are also 
specialized in the evaluation and treatment of se-
vere deformities of the spine, which often need 
a university hospital setting to be best managed. 
another field of our specialty lies in revision sur-
gery – that means surgery on a spine that has been 

SwiSS doctorS |  Balgrist University hOspital

DoCtor
mazda farshad is 
the author of nu-
merous scientific 

publications as well 
as a member of pro-
fessional communi-

ties and the editorial 
boards of medical 

publications.

O

The doctors at the famous balgrist university Hospital, which celebrated its centena-
ry a few years ago, are highly specialized in the evaluation and treatment of diseases of 
the musculoskeletal system. This is a place where high quality care is provided, where 

unique methods are being developed and applied and where research is performed in the 
interests of the patients.

TEXT Lada molini

Of LIfe
axIS
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operated on before. Such cases are challenging be-
cause often the anatomy is disrupted and the neu-
ral structures are scarred. 

– What is the main cause of degenerative 
changes?

– Degeneration of the spine is determined by sev-
eral factors. Genetic predisposition is probably the 
most relevant factor. another factor is age. Non-
physiological loads on the spine can also contribute 
to accelerated degeneration. But the relevance of the 
contributing factors and their potential interaction 
are not yet fully understood. But part of our research 
activities aim to illuminate such aspects. 

Swimming and bicycle 
riding is usually well 

tolerated by most 
of the patients, 
as the impact 

on the spine is less
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– Can these degenerative changes be prevented?
– The detailed mechanisms of degeneration are 

still not yet clear to science and therefore a specific 
prevention regime does not exist. The process of 
degeneration is largely guided by genetic factors 
and age, which are determinants that an individual 
cannot influence. Other factors that could be po-
tentially influenced by an individual are avoiding 
non-physiological loads to the spine and enjoying 
a healthy lifestyle, including sustaining a healthy 
balanced musculature of the paravertebral and ab-
dominal muscles. 

– What kind of sport would you recommend to 
strengthen the spine?

– a good musculature sustained by, for example, 
a healthy fitness regime supports the spine in one 
of its main function, namely bearing the weight of 
the trunk. Sports that create a more axial load, e.g. 
jogging, tennis, etc. should be avoided if the patients 
suffer from disc disease, as they can increase the 
symptoms. Swimming and bicycle riding is usually 
well tolerated by most of the patients, as the impact 
on the spine is less. 

– you have achieved impressive results in the 
treatment of scoliosis. At what age do you operate 
on patients with this disease?

– It depends on the kind of scoliosis and the de-
gree of deformity as well as the growth potential of 
the patient. Congenital scoliosis is caused by incor-
rect formation or segmentation of the spine’s bony 
structures. Such conditions usually need early surgi-
cal intervention to avoid a severe deformity of the 
spine in future. 

Infantile scoliosis appear by definition in very 
young children, and if surgical treatment becomes 
necessary, the surgeon should avoid fusion of the 
spine. rather, a growth-friendly option should be 
used, such as magnetic or mechanical growing rods 
(stretchable fixation systems). 

The most common type of scoliosis among teenag-
ers is the so-called idiopathic adolescent scoliosis. Idio-
pathic implies that it is not clear what the exact cause 

of the disease is, but a large factor seems to be genetics. 
Surgical treatment is not always needed. If surgery is 
needed, several options are possible: while the standard 
technique is considered to be correction and fusion by 
a dorsal approach to the spine, other techniques, such 
as minimally invasive techniques through an anterior 
(front) approach, can allow a smaller amount of spi-
nal fixation and therefore more mobility of the spine. 
Over the years, this latter technique has been improved 
upon and can be considered a valuable alternative for 
surgical treatment of scoliosis.

– When should a patient present themselves to 
a doctor?

– If back pain is severe or lasts longer than 6 weeks. 
If neurological symptoms such as numbness, weak-
ness, bladder dysfunction, gait instability, etc are 
present. also, if a patient has a back pain with fever.

– How do you decide on the need for surgical in-
tervention in general?

– It depends largely on pathology, age, comor-
bidities and individual factors. Generally speaking, 
surgery can be suggested if conservative therapy has 
failed and the symptoms find an accurate patho-an-
atomical correlate (that means a diseases structure, 
for example in MrI or X-ray), if neurological struc-
tures are in danger and if the progression of a dis-
ease is not manageable with conservative treatment 
and the surgical method could be useful. 

sCoLiosis
the main method of 
treatment for this 
condition is to correct 
the spine by fixing 
the curved section.

degeneration of the spine is 
determined by several factors. 

Genetic predisposition is 
probably the most relevant one

SwiSS doctorS |  Balgrist University hOspital
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– Are there any age restrictions for surgery on 
the spine?

– age is taken into consideration in making a de-
cision on one or the other methods of treatment. ex-
tensive procedures might not be tolerated in an aged 
patient with severe comorbidities (other diseases). 
Therefore, sometimes it seems wiser to instead 
perform a focused, minimally invasive procedure 
to treat the main symptom rather than large-scale 
surgery for the sake of a nice radiograph. However, 
two individuals of the same age can differ in regard 
to medical fitness. The decision on which procedure 
can be performed on which patient is multifactorial 
and needs careful attention. 

– When can a patient go home after surgery?
– It depends largely on the surgery performed. 

Usually, 2-7 days of hospitalization are required. 
During this time our physiotherapy specialists in-
struct the patient on how to move and behave in 
order to achieve optimal healing. 

– Doctor Farshad, do you think that the number 
of people with spine problems has gone down, if 
compared with previous years?

– The prevalence of degenerative diseases is ex-
pected to increase as the population ages. 

SwiSS doctorS |  Balgrist University hOspital

AreAs 
of speciAlizAtion
Balgrist University Hospital 
(founded in 1912) is re- 

cognised worldwide as a lead-
ing, highly specialised centre 
of excellence for assessing, 
treating and following up on all 
types of musculoskeletal inju-
ries. the clinic owes its first-
rate international reputation to 
its unique combination of spe-
cialised medical services. the 
hospital’s carefully balanced 
interdisciplinary network brings 
together medical specialisms 
ranging from orthopaedics, 
paraplegiology, radiology, chi-
ropractic medicine and anaes-
thesiology to rheumatology 
rehabilitation and physical med-
icine under one roof.

the clinic’s specialisation in 
nursing and its wide range of 
therapies are complemented 
by social and psychological 
support services, legal ser-
vices, professional integration 
measures, trial accommoda-
tion opportunities and a num-
ber of other services. Modern 
infrastructure, a magnificent 
location and excellent acces-
sibility are just a few more of 
Balgrist University Hospital’s 
advantages.

cHeck Up
to make an appointment, the 
specific department or special-

ized unit of the hospital must be 
contacted. the contact details 
are given in the relevant page 
on the official site of the medi-
cal facility.
(http://balgrist.ch/en/Home/pa-
tienten_Besucher/sprechstun-
den.aspx).

contAct 
inforMAtion 
Balgrist University Hospital
Forchstrasse 340 
CH-8008 Zürich 
tel.: +41 (0) 44 386 11 11 
fax: +41 (0) 44 386 11 09 
info@balgrist.ch 
www.balgrist.ch

Mazda farshad
Private-Docent (university lecturer) in 

Orthopedic Surgery, Doctor of Medicine, 
Master of Public Health. He graduated 

from the Medical Faculty of the University 
of Zurich in 2007 and passed all United 
States medical licensing examinations 

with top scores.
He spent his internship in the general sur-

gery and traumatology units at the city 
hospital Triemli (Zurich), had residency 
training at the department of orthopedic 
surgery, and was a staff member at the 

University Hospital Balgrist.
He was appointed as Chief Spine Fel-

low during his official clinical fellowship 
in Spine Surgery at the Hospital of Spe-
cial Surgery in New York, was appointed 
as Senior Clinical Associate at Cornell in 
New York, returned to Switzerland (Ge-

neva) in 2013, where he was Chef de Cli-
nique at the University Hospital, and then 

finally came back to Zurich, where, in 
2014, he was appointed the Deputy Head 
of Spine Surgery at the University Hospi-
tal Balgrist, and is currently the Head of 

Spine and Scoliosis Surgery.
Doctor Farshad is the author of several 
scientific publications and a member of 
editorial boards for prestigious medical 
journals, is a member of the Swiss So-
ciety of Orthopedics and Traumatology 
(SGOT), the Federation of Medical Spe-

cialists in Switzerland (FMH), and several 
renowned Spinal Societies.

the decision on which 
procedure can be performed on 
which patient is multifactorial 

and needs careful attention
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When all the travel routes have been worked out, all the plans have been drawn up, 
all the goals have been set and all the dates have been checked, it is time for 

the most important step: buying a ticket, where it all starts. 

The best offers for guests

spOnsOred statement

fReeDOm
anD COmfORT
PaSSPORT
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ven after I had travelled around half the 
world, visited places without Wi-Fi or the 
Internet, where the feeling of absolute free-
dom bewildered me, I never found any kind 

of universal ticket that would let me be (even tempo-
rarily) an «insider», as I travelled through a country. 

However, Switzerland is an exception. The travel 
card, which is the most famous and popular among 
tourists and travellers from all countries, is called the 
Swiss Travel Pass. 

NOT JuST A TICkET
The odds are 100 to 1 that anyone who has ever 
tried using this convenient and economical ticket 
(both equally important in high-income Switzer-
land), will admit that there is no other alternative. 
all great things are simple. The Swiss Travel Pass 
allows unlimited possibilities for travel on all types 
of public transport in the Swiss Travel System for 
3, 4, 8 or 15 days. This travel system has been of-
ficially proclaimed as one of the best in the world. 
This magic ticket gives its bearer an unlimited num-
ber of journeys on buses, trains or ships that fol-
low the country’s water routes. The ticket allows 
a guest, tourist or a traveller access to the whole 
system of public transport in 75 Swiss cities, 50% 
off most mountain trains and cable cars and sever-

al panoramic routes. One can spend the whole day 
travelling around the country, changing from one 
train to another or from train to ship, daydream-
ing, looking out of the window at the eternal scen-
ery of the valleys and the alps, or stopping off at 
stations just to breathe in the air of an unknown 
Swiss canton. Or to listen to the rhythmic jingle 
of bells hung around the necks of cows, which live 
happy and free in the alpine pastures. Breakfast in 
Zurich, a lazy lunch on the shores of Lake Geneva, 
an exquisite dinner in Lausanne and a gourmet eve-
ning meal in Tichino are rewards for the distances 
you’ve travelled. There are also 470 museums open 
to those who have a Swiss Travel Passport. 

PANORAMIC JOuRNEY
One of the most popular types of travel in Swit-
zerland is travelling on trains with romantic 
names which go through the country’s most fa-

The Swiss Travel Pass 
allows unlimited possibilities 

for travel in Switzerland
e

spOnsOred statement
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mous mountains and passages. The most popular 
routes are the Glacier express to the glaciers of 
Zermatt, the Bernina express to fashionable St. 
Moritz, the Golden Pass Line from the shores of 
Lake Geneva to the snowy peaks, and the Wilhelm 
Tell to Italian-speaking Lugano. 

and, of course, the Chocolate express. This route 
starts in a place that is significant to all fans of authen-
tic Montreux music, and passes alpine mountains and 
ancient roman viaducts to arrive in Gruyere (and the 
cheese factory) and then it finishes in the little town 
of Broc, which has one of the oldest chocolate facto-
ries. It is a chocolate-musical-cheese cantata; interest-
ing, beautiful, delicious and very Swiss. 

THE RIGHT DECISION
But if you want to travel like the natives, at a 
leisurely pace, eating local chocolates and drink-
ing local wine and not trying to travel as far as 

spOnsOred statement

You can buy the ticket in 
your own country or upon 

arrival in Switzerland

you can in one day, then the Swiss Travel Pass 
Flex would be a great alternative to the Swiss 
Travel Pass. These tickets let you choose your 
own travel days. You can travel for any 3, 4, 
8 or 15 days in one month. Passengers should 
specify the dates on the ticket. The benefits 
are the same as with the Swiss Travel Pass. 
But if you have to hit the road quickly you 
must do it using the Swiss Half Fare Card 
Combi in order to get a 50% discount before 
the chosen date.

buSINESS CLASS 
AND AN OFFICE 
IN A CARRIAGE
Of course, Switzerland is a country of busi-
ness. and sometimes a couple of hours of 
travel can be the only available time to pre-
pare for an important meeting or to have a 
rest. For this, businessmen can make use of 
the first class car services and a real office on 
wheels that allows them to do their paperwork 
in peace and quiet, or mull over an upcoming 
business trip with their colleagues. Their atten-
tion may be distracted by taking lunch in the 
train’s restaurant or by looking at the scenery 
through the window.
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EXTRA OPPORTuNITIES
People under 26 can buy a Swiss Travel Youth Pass 
with a 15% discount on travel. This document gives 
them the same advantages and dicounts as its elder 
brother, the Swiss Travel Pass. The Half Fare Card 
gives a 50% discount on all tickets for other forms 
of transportation. The Swiss Half Fare Card Combi 
runs in combination with the Swiss Transfer Ticket 
or the Swiss Travel Pass Flex and gives a 50% dis-
count on travel in between selected dates. 

 
FOr TrANSFerS
The Swiss Transfer Ticket allows passengers to get 
from the Swiss border or Swiss airport to their des-
tination and back again. This ticket is a perfect so-
lution, particularly when you need to get to a ski 
resort in winter or a lake resort in summer. each 
journey should finish by the end of the day, and 
it should be as direct (without changing trains) as 
possible. It is important to bear in mind that you 
cannot buy this ticket in Switzerland. It can be pur-
chased in another country from authorised agents 
of the Swiss Travel System.

FOr THe FAMIly
The Swiss Travel System Family Card is issued 
free of charge for parents who want to trav-

el with children under sixteen. They may take 
several children.

RICH IS HE WHO SAvES 
MONEY WISELY
The Swiss would not be the Swiss if they had not pro-
moted their ingenious travel card. It is now possible 
to save money even if for whatever reason you did 
not buy the Swiss Travel Pass but went on an expen-
sive journey by railway. When buying the Swiss Trav-
el Pass you should show the ticket that you purchased 
before, and they will return the difference (the dis-
count) in cash.

You can buy the ticket in your own country or 
upon arrival in Switzerland at the following rail-
way stations: Basel, Brig, Buchs (SG), Ciass, Gene-
va, Geneva airport, Koblentz, Konstanz, Schaff-
hausen, Sankt Margrethen, Tirana, Zurich air-
port and Zurich central station.

But this «magic ticket» for carefree travel and 
visits to museums is only available to people 
who do not live in Switzerland or the Principali-
ty of Liechtenstein permanently. You must show 
your passport when buying a Swiss Travel Sys-
tem product. These strict laws are a centuries-
old tradition in Swiss hospitality: guests get noth-
ing but the best. 

in future
in the next issue of 
SwiSS HeaLtH 
maGaZine, we 
will talk in detail 
about travelling 
along one of the special 
routes on a panorama 
express.

spOnsOred statement
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SwiSS doctorS |  the KUsnacht practice

The kusnacht Practice is probably one of the most closed Swiss clinics. If its doctors 
do make public speeches or give interviews, they do so for participation in specialized 

congresses in subjects which are considered important for public information. 
TEXT Еva velme

he patients who come here are not re-
vealed even if they are famous or mem-
bers of royal families. Their anonymity 
is ensured by long non-disclosure agree-

ments. It is clear that problems like alcoholism or 
drug addiction must be treated far away from the 

public eye or noise… Dependencies can impercepti-
bly happen to people from all walks of life. These de-
pendencies are not limited to alcohol or drugs; peo-
ple can become addicted to food, sex, or anything. 

Today we will talk to the head of The Kusnacht 
Practice clinic, Dr. Lowell Monkhouse. 

T

THe STRuCTuRe Of
aDDICTIOn
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– Tell us please how you 
came up with the idea to 
establish this clinic.

– I had a friend who 
was dying of alcohol-
ism, and I was looking 
for a way to save him. at 
a certain point I under-
stood that there was no 
clinic that could offer an efficient way of deal-
ing with addiction treatment and so I decided 
to create it.

In 2002, I went to the USa to the world’s first 
alcoholism treatment center, took a postgradu-
ate course and then did my practical training. 
Then I studied this problem while working in a 
large psychiatric clinic in London. I came to the 
conclusion that most patients that undergo treat-
ment return to their bad habits because their ner-
vous system remains unbalanced; they still feel 
dejected and irritable. If the true reasons behind 
the disorder are not eliminated, the person quick-
ly goes back to finding consolation in alcohol (or 
something else). addiction is caused by internal 
anxiety, depression or insomnia, something that 
gnaws you from within. First people get used to 
drinking a glass of wine at dinner to relax, and 
then they want more and more... 

But alcohol is a poison, a drug. It is the only 
drug that penetrates each cell of the body, so it 
is much more destructive than heroin for exam-
ple. People get their kicks from this poison, as the 
brain produces substances to protect itself from 

its harmful influence, and they cause a sense of 
euphoria. This is in many ways a psychological 
disease, or even a mental one. 

However, what the person will become addict-
ed to – alcohol, heroin, cocaine, sex or food– is a 
secondary question; the main thing is what push-
es them to do so. I have to find the reasons be-
hind it and then eliminate them, and teach the 
person how to live with their altered brain, as 
their brain will never be the same again. This is 
like pickled cucumbers; they will never turn back 

into fresh ones. The same 
happens to an alcoholic’s 
brain, and it changes for 
ever.

– Will treatment not 
help?

– No. The brain has 
changed its way of func-
tioning, and created a cer-
tain response to stress. So 
if people who were addict-
ed to alcohol tell you that 
they have changed and 
can drink normally again, 
they are lying. Only those 
who are not addicted to it 

can control their alcohol consumption. The alco-
holic’s brain becomes instantly hooked, and the 
person cannot stop. 

– Do you mainly have patients with alcohol 
or drug problems here?

– It depends on their age. Young people usu-
ally have problems with both drugs and alco-
hol, and the older generation mainly has an is-
sue with alcohol. another serious problem of our 
time is drugs, which result in addiction. Some 
doctors don’t know that they prescribe medica-
tions with long-term consequences. For exam-
ple, people may become addicted to benzodiaz-
epines (a typical scenario ruins the person’s per-
sonal biorhythms). Medications sometimes bring 
about drug-like addiction as the brain does not 
understand whether these are the «legal» pills pre-
scribed by the doctor or «illegal» ones; all of them 
work in the same way.

– How do you start working with the patient?
– They arrive at the hospital and we conduct 

complex testing for a week to determine their 
neuronal chemistry, seeing what processes are 
going on in their brain and understanding what 

SwiSS doctorS |  the KUsnacht practice

Lowell Monkhouse
He is the founder of The Kusnacht 

Practice clinic and a certified interna-
tional class specialist in addictions 

treatment. He was trained in and then 
practiced as a consultant for drug ad-
diction issues at the Hazelden Gradu-

ate School of Addiction Studies, Center 
City, Minnesota, USA. He was a con-
sulting doctor at inpatient and outpa-
tient clinics, including at Priory Fam 

Place, Charter Day Care and Promises, 
and had his own private practice. 
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has been damaged. Then we draw up a treatment 
plan. We evaluate their nutrition and way of life, 
and make a psychological analysis of their per-
sonality. In general, our patients undergo 4-5 
kinds of tests and analyses, including a biochem-
ical one. Then they move to a clinical residence, 
villas with the comforts they are used to. There 
are psychologists and consultants who live with 
them in the villa. each patient has their own vil-
la, and they never meet one another.

Treatment begins. Psychotherapists arrange cog-
nitive therapy and other kinds of therapies. Differ-
ent specialists find out what chemical processes are 
taking place in the patient’s body. as a result, we 
make a course of treatment for a particular per-
son; develop a drug that harmonizes their chemi-
cal and physical processes. There are no artificial 
components in these medications, all of them are 
organic; this is our product. The computer deter-
mines the composition using samples of your hair, 
blood and other genetic data.

Then we use acupuncture, massage, fitness and 
yoga. We also use a Satori armchair to put the pa-
tient into a state of deep meditation, and we use 
different kinds of therapy. We also have a family 
program for the patient’s relatives. When some-
body falls ill in the family, all attention is con-
centrated on them. We direct the relatives’ activ-
ity towards their own affairs, so that the patient 
can try and alleviate their problems themselves. 

The final stage includes support. The patient 
goes home, along with our specialist who spends 
some time in their house. It is easy to refrain 
from drinking in the clinic, but it is far more dif-
ficult to maintain that back in your home envi-
ronment. We help patients to overcome the de-
sire to drink. But even if the patient does not 
touch alcohol or drugs any more, they will never 
be the same, they will be in a state of remission. 
Our goal is to make it life-long.

– Is there any difference between patients 
from different countries? What is your ap-
proach people with different mentalities?

– We have specialists that speak different lan-
guages, which considerably simplifies communi-
cation with patients. For example, now there is a 
russian-speaking generalist in the clinic, who is 
a very good doctor. There are also doctors who 
treat patients from arab countries. 

– And what if the person has genetic predis-
position, can they drink one glass of red wine 
in the evening? And is there any difference if 
they drink good quality drinks or not? 

– There is absolutely no difference in what 
wine you drink, a good or bad one, and the 
amount of alcohol consumed is not the most 
important thing, either. It is essential to know 
whether there is addiction or not. If there are al-
coholics in the family, you have to be very care-
ful, of course. 

There are several test questions which make 
it possible to determine whether you are an al-
coholic or not; why you drink, whether you are 
planning to drink or this is a spontaneous desire, 
or what happens after you drink. Can you stop 
after the first glass? It’s one thing if you want a 
drink and decide to have one, and another thing 
altogether if you drink a glass and cannot stop. 
If this happens in your life, you are most likely 
to be an addict.

– Can you guarantee confidentiality?
– Yes, of course. We treat celebrities or mem-

bers of royal families, for example. We also had 
a famous actress here who liked going to Star-
bucks at night; our driver took her there, and she 
read a magazine and drank coffee there. Nobody 
bothered her, even though she was recognized by 
everyone. In the USa or the UK she would have 
been surrounded by thousands of people! But no 
news of her stay here came out. Only once, two 
girls approached her in the street and politely 
asked her for an autograph.

– Is a special contract agreed for this kind 
of treatment?

– Yes, and we signed a contract with that 
actress which said that we would not use her 
name. Not a single name has appeared in the 
press throughout the entire history of the clin-
ic. We have treated children of heads of states 
and even a king. By the way, a few weeks ago I 
asked his wife, the queen, how he was doing... 
We can work with anyone, and if they require 
confidentiality, we can turn them into an in-
visible man. 

SwiSS doctorS |  the KUsnacht practice

There is absolutely 
no difference in what wine 

you drink, a good or bad one
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AreAs 
of speciAlizAtion
the kusnacht practice was 
opened in 2006 after its 
founder, lowell Monkhouse, 
acquired his training over 
several years at clinics in the 
UsA and Uk. the center spe-
cializes in treatment of a wide 
range of addictions, particu-
larly those related to alcohol, 
drugs and medication, sex 
and love, eating disorders, 
gambling, depression, psy-

chological trauma and the 
consequences of violence, 
emotional burnouts etc. the 
clinic applies a unique ap-
proach which makes it pos-
sible to deal with the deeper 
reasons behind addiction. 
there are different special-
ists here, from biochemists 
to psychotherapists. ortho-
molecular medicine is used 
to correct imbalances of neu-
rotransmitters in the brain, 
replenish the shortage of nu-

trients, restore the balance 
of amino acids and also treat 
hypoglycemia, inflammatory 
and oxidative stress, as well 
as adrenal fatigue. 

cHeck-Up
the primary check-up takes 
about a week; specialists con-
duct 4-5 types of analysis and 
tests, including biochemical 
analysis, psychological test-
ing and so on. the check-up 
duration is determined by the 

term of treatment, and clients 
are treated one-on-one, 8 
hours a day. treatment, along 
with care and support, may 
take up to two years. 

contAct 
inforMAtion
the kusnacht practice
rotfluhstrasse 91
cH-8702 zollikon
tel: +41 43 541 11 52
info@kusnachtpractice.ch
www.kusnachtpractice.ch

Antoinette 
sArAsin
specialist in Biochemical 
Restoration (Orthomolecu-
lar Medicine), Nutritional & 
Lifestyle Coaching, Resource 
Management and Prevention 
Burnout, Sustainable Weight 
Management . She is the one 
who will decipher what chemi-
cal processes are going on in 
your body, and if something is 
wrong, she will find a way of 
correcting it.
 – How can biological blood 
purification help in the treat-
ment of alcohol or drug 
addiction?
– We study carefully what ex-
actly their body lacks, because 
our feelings, such as upsurge of 
energy, fatigue or depression, are 
a succession of biochemical re-
actions. We already know about 
neurotransmitters, serotonin, do-
pamine and antidepressants that 
influence us. Today more and 
more studies show that the de-
pressed body lacks the В group 
vitamins, like В12, folic acid and 
others. Vitamin D3 is very im-
portant; it is related to bones and 

your metabolism. It is known to 
be responsible for the emotional 
state and help avoid cardiovascu-
lar diseases. It is hard to believe, 
but there are a lot of people with 
D3 deficiency, and they don’t even 
know about it; they are depressed 
and often resort to self-medica-
tion. In this case, their nutritional 
balance has to be changed, such 
as their food combination and fre-
quency of meals.
When the body is used to receiv-
ing a regular dose of a substance 
and it suddenly stops, it responds 
with anxiety, depression, insom-
nia, shaking hands or even epi-
lepsy. The person becomes more 
aggressive.
– Is your diet similar to a 
detox?
– This is something more. De-
toxification is a way of eliminat-
ing toxins and poisons from the 
body and we are looking for a way 
to strengthen a person’s physi-
cal condition. We take samples 
of blood and saliva, study the 
veins, and the glands that regulate 
stress… We look at some ge-
netic aspects. Afterwards, we use 
all these individual parameters to 
create the drug, carefully calculate 
the dose and gradually adminis-
ter it. It is especially important to 
maintain a routine, as most vita-
mins were lost due to stress. It 
is good to regularly spend time 

SwiSS doctorS |  the KUsnacht practice

in the open air, walk, run, swim, 
even doing something in the gar-
den. All of these activities perfect-
ly restore the rhythm of life. You 
have to do routine exercises in the 
morning, cardiovascular exercise 
at best, as our task is to restore a 
healthy hydrocortisone curve. Yo-
ga and, in particular, meditation, 
are a good influence. By the way, 
studies have shown that medita-
tion is just as (or even more) ef-
ficient as antidepressants in treat-
ing depression. Getting a good 
night’s sleep is very important, so 
you have to go to bed at a certain 
time. We have our own ways of 
helping to regulate sleep.

– Is there any similarity be-
tween alcohol or drug addic-
tion and loving sweet foods?
– You have to be careful with 
sweets. Sugar creates thirst, 
which may lead to nervousness 
and a bad mood, so we restrict 
patients’ sugar consumption here.
– But now there is so much 
information about good food 
and vitamins, people can af-
ford anything…
– Yes. But the problem is that cur-
rent medications are standard vi-
tamin complexes, while we offer a 
deeper analysis and try to under-
standing what the body is lack-
ing in each particular case.
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HOLIDaYS
WITH SWISS

spOnsOred statement

he crew of the Swiss airline SWISS 
takes the best aspects there are on ev-
ery flight to their beautiful mother- 
land: hospitality, punctuality and qual-

ity. So when you find yourself on board on the 
day, you will instantly feel that your holiday 
has begun. 

THE bAGGAGE CAN WAIT
If you opted for a Swiss holiday, go by direct 
SWISS flight to Geneva or Zurich. If you want 
to discover the remote parts of the country, use 
the Fly rail service. The baggage registered in 
the departure airport will wait for you at the 
railway station of your destination in Switzer-

A holiday! Everyone has an image of their ideal pastime; some people dream 
of the marvelous Swiss Alps, some about taking a motor boat trip on the 

vierwaldstéttersee, and others will go to Maggiore Lake where the gentle sun and 
the clear water will rejuvenate you and give you strength for another year ahead. 

One thing is for sure; everyone wants to feel as though they are already on holiday 
as they travel to their destination. 

T
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sWiss
as the national 
airline, SwiSS stands 
for Switzerland's 
traditional values 
and is committed to 
the highest standards 
of product and service 
quality. SwiSS is 
able to be closer to its 
guests and provide 
them with more 
individual care.

land. This is especially convenient for skiers or 
golf players who have heavy equipment. 

FAvORS
Practical people who value time may use the op-
portunity provided by SWISS to order Duty Free 
goods with a catalog from home and then re-
ceive them in the cabin. You can also make your 
relatives happy by giving them a small gift on 
board. If you book the «Favor» service on swiss.
com, the flight attendant will give the recipient 
a bottle of champagne or a delicious cake.

kIDS ARE FINE 
The Swiss airline has developed «logbooks» for 
young passengers that will entertain the most 
active travelers. each record in this logbook can 
be signed by the aircraft captain upon the own-
er’s request. 

GOuRMET’S CHOICE
Getting acquainted with local cuisine is an in-
tegral part of a good holiday that many people 
enjoy. SWISS, as a representative of Switzer-
land, offers traditional Swiss dishes to its guests. 

The airline entrusts the creation of an on board 
menu to its «star» country chefs from differ-
ent cantons. This summer, business class pas-
sengers on long distance and european flights 
will be able to try the cuisine from the Zurich 
region. The menu on board always includes sea-
sonal products, pies and freshly baked prod-
ucts. Moreover, each passenger can order a spe-
cial menu for free in accordance with their di-
etary preferences: kosher, vegan, low-calorie, 
with low salt content, halal, children’s (puree 
or ordinary), gluten-free, lactose-free, Japanese, 
for diabetics and several options of vegetarian 
menus. These dishes have to be ordered in ad-
vance, at least 72 hours before the flight. 

If you bought a SWISS ticket, you can be sure 
that your holiday will start on board the flight. 
Take a good mood with you, and SWISS will 
take care of the rest. 
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e met Christian Schlegel MD after 
his working day. Christian Schlegel 
is the head of the Swiss Olympic 
Medical Center in Bad ragaz and 

a major specialist in this area. His schedule is orga-
nized down to the last minute. He treats current and 
future Olympic champions, as well as anyone who 
wants to look and feel better. He knows almost every-
thing there is to know about bone and joint diseases.

– Dr. Schlegel, what are the main reasons for 
this disease?

– a predisposition to arthrosis depends on ma-
ny factors. First, we should take into account peo-
ple’s hereditary predispositions; arthroses of the 
knee-joints, hip joints and hand joints are to some 
extent family diseases. I would put nutrition in 
second place. People who eat a lot of acidic food, 
meat and only a small amount of fruit and vegeta-

SwiSS doctorS |  grand resOrt Bad ragaZ

Everyone has heard of this disease. It attacks suddenly, thwarting people’s life 
plans and speeding up the process of the body’s decay. It is a block on the ex-

tension of the life cycle. It is a brake that prevents people from attaining eternal 
youth, and science is still yet to puzzle it out. but now doctors and research cen-
tres are at the forefront of first-hand knowledge of this disease, and are close to 

eliminating the illness called arthrosis. 
TEXT Lada molini

DoCtor
Christian Schlegel 

was the head 
physician of the 

Swiss olympic team 
for eight years

W

WHaT WaS THaT
CRunCH?
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bles are the most vulnerable. excess weight could 
also be a predisposing factor, because it puts pres-
sure on joints, and fatty tissue stimulates factors 
that provoke inflammation. arthrosis also devel-
ops gradually after one severely injures a joint, 
such as rupturing the cruciate ligaments, meniscus 
injuries or arthrodial cartilage. age also plays an 
important role; the older the person is, the great-
er the risk of these diseases.

– Which joints are usually damaged by arthrosis?
– arthrosis most commonly occurs in the areas 

of the knee joints, hip joints, and back zygapoph-
ysial joints in the lumbosacral and cervical verte-
brae, which is the most difficult case to diagnose. 

– How can a lay person recognize this disease? 
What are the most common symptoms?

– If you find a swollen joint, then you need to 
work out why it has swollen up. If the joints seem 
red and hot, it means that they are inflamed. Oc-
casionally, this inflammation is accompanied by a 
lump or swelling. The restricted mobility of joints 
with an acute onset should be cause for alarm. 
This is often observed in the knees, when you un-
expectedly cannot bend or extend the joint com-
pletely. If you shake it or turn it, the feeling seems 
to disappear. another point, which relates mostly 
to young people and children, is that if you feel 
pain in your joints for more than 2-3 weeks you 
should consult a doctor immediately. 

– What if I don’t have any spare time? What if 
my desk is overflowing with paperwork, my head 
is full of problems, and I cannot do it right now? 
Is arthrosis really dangerous if it is not treated?

If you have normal arthrosis, which is just a 
slight inflammation, then it does not matter. But 
if you have a really warm and swollen joint, don’t 
hesitate to see a doctor. There might also be an 
infection of your joint, and this would be a real-
ly urgent situation.

Despite progressive joint changes, many peo-
ple who suffer from arthrosis may live normally 
and continue with their usual physical activities. 

Therefore, you may be able to fix it yourself 
and the inflammation will soon disappear. But 
I would advise anyone (not only patients) to be 
active, without taking this to extremes. Cycling, 
walking, swimming and fitness training is per-
fect, as well as of course watching your weight. 
It is recommended that you change your eat-
ing habits, and eat less meat and choose natural 
food, fruit and vegetables. But if your disease 

progresses, then you must not delay going to the 
doctor. You can come and see us, and I will ex-
amine you myself.

– Then the patient will be operated on, right?
 Not necessarily. Those who suffer from arthro-

sis often want to find out about the options for 
treating it without surgery and about the advis-
ability of joint replacement. But even if joint re-
placement is inevitable, whilst waiting for surgery 
you can use therapeutic methods of treatment and 
even self-treatment.

– What kinds of therapy are available?
– In the initial stages it is important to optimize 

joint statics, if possible. These could be special su-
pinators, splints or building up the muscles. The 
joint should also be in constant motion, but not 
carrying anything heavy, because arthrodial carti-
lage can be nourished only during motion. If nec-
essary, joints should be mobilized using physio-
therapy, muscles should be relaxed and stretched, 
and ligaments and their fixtures should be treat-
ed locally. Since arthrosis is not a consequence of 
wear and tear alone, and is often caused by in-
flammation of the surrounding tissues, medica-
tion can also be used. There are remedies that sta-
bilize arthrodial cartilage, block inflammation or 
relive pain. Injections in a joint can also reduce in-
flammation and improve the joint’s lubrication; 
a broad range of medical products, both natural 
and synthetic, is available here.

– Is Bad ragaz’s famous thermal water part of 
the therapy?

Yes, the special and unique composition of Bad 
ragaz’s thermal waters works well on the joints. 
The thermal baths and their effect on joints and 
the back are very famous around the world and 
have been for hundreds of years. But you need to 
know the right amount of time to be immersed 
in the water. We recommend 20-30 minutes, and 
a quarter of an hour for sensitive people. There is 
no danger, as you cannot get ill from «overdos-
ing» on it. You should also move around when you 
are in the water. We even have physiotherapists 

Change your eating habits, 
eat less meat and choose 

natural food
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who are specially educated in water therapy, for 
example in the «ragazer ring method».

– I think that the most difficult part is working 
with a person, isn’t it? 

Yes, but this is also the most interesting part. We 
have good therapists and a solid understanding of 
how to treat people. It is fundamental to provide an 
individual approach and to treat the patient in light 
of his own personal situation and adapt our meth-
ods to his goals. It is very important that people 
trust their therapists and doctors and that they feel 
that we are interested in his or her personal situa-
tion and not only in looking at their X-rays or MrI. 

– But how fast can they improve in reality? What 
is the minimum treatment period?

– Marked improvements occur within the first 
3 weeks, but you cannot completely get rid of the 
disease within such a short time period. Howev-
er, even after only 2 weeks you will start seeing 
positive results. Many people want to reduce the 
amount of time they stay at the clinic, but they 
should be aware that the longer they stay, the 
more opportunities for different treatments they 
will have and the better they will feel. One week 
is good for deep diagnosis, a first recommenda-
tion and the beginning of a treatment. 

How do you work psychologically with ath-
letes at a national level who know that this dis-

ease could sentence them to a life that would de-
stroy their future careers? 

Yes, this can be a real problem. There are ath-
letes who take these twists of fate in their stride, 
but there are others who think that their whole 
world has been ruined. Their personal inner state 
does not always depend on the magnitude of 
their injury. In any case, they behave like they 
are unable to overcome it. I usually help them 
to overcome it by working with a coach and a 
psychologist.

a positive attitude is important for any patient, 
as it means that the recovery process is much bet-
ter and much quicker. They should start to feel as 
though the process of restoration has already be-
gun, and that it gets better each day. They should 
try to avoid having negative thoughts, even if this 
is not so easy.

– What do you do if a patient comes to you but 
you think that another doctor should treat them? 
For example, if surgery is needed, but you do not 
do operations? 

– That depends on what the patient asks for, 
and so I refer them to the clinic they want to 
go to, if this seems advisable. If they don’t have 
any preferences, I offer them my recommenda-
tions. Some clinics are better to go to for upper 
or lower extremites, other places are better for 

A positive attitude is 
important for any patient, 
as it means that the recovery 

process is much better
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– Dr. Schlegel, athletes from different countries 
come to you with different injuries... How do you 
draw up a treatmant plan?

– First, I ask the patient about their personal 
situation, exercise and their lifestyle. I do a full 
clinical examination and then make a final diag-
nosis (the primary diagnosis is made on the ba-
sis of a detailed interview and a clinical/manu-
al examination). The next step is technical visu-
alisation, using an X-ray or MrI scan. I also use 
a functional ultrasound examination that allows 
me to examine the ligaments «in action», and to 
observe how the joints move. Then we determine 
how the patient’s treatment is going to go and 
what we can offer them. 

For example, problems with joints and liga-
ments are often treated with physiotherapy, elec-
trotherapy, medications and shockwave therapy. 
These methods are very important in first-line 
treatment but treatment with injections is also 
very important in most cases. We use a relatively 
new method, where we inject an anesthetic and 
autogenous agents which are made using the pa-
tient’s own blood; the thrombocytes or other hu-
meral factors in them induce the process of resto-
ration. We also inject them using an X-ray or ul-
trasound, which helps me to see the precise place 
where the needle goes in. Injections are made in-

spine problems. I just want to refer patients to 
the clinic where they would best be treated, be-
cause in a way I feel mentally responsible for 
them. This is important when working with ath-
letes, because they expect a lot from us in elite 
sport, and I should not fail them. If something 
were to go wrong, the blame could be placed 
on me if I had referred the patient to the wrong 
doctor. However, nobody can ever guarantee 
100% success.

to different joints: the spine, nerve terminals or 
inter-vertebral. I can see the liquid going into the 
tissues and how it spreads. Therefore, thanks to 
this, I can provide the patients with accurate and 
targeted treatment.

– Is this type of therapy suitable only for pro-
fessional athletes? 

– No, I can offer it to any patient with the same 
diagnosis. Top athletes are humans like anybody 
else. This method is applied in the treatment of ar-

SwiSS doctorS |  grand resOrt Bad ragaZ
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throsis, joint and muscle injuries, inflammation 
of the spine’s zygapophysial joints, nerves, liga-
ments, tendons and rheumatoid arthritis. 

– Is it possible for an athlete who is undergoing 
treatment to continue with their training? Some-
times this is the only way to stay in shape. 

– During sport physiotherapy we can offer our 
patient the opportunity to do adapted alternative 
training and to gradually increase the weight they 
can bear. Our therapists, those who specialize in 
rehabilitation from trauma and disease, have sol-
id new understandings of how to restore an ath-
lete’s physique in the best possible way. There 
are different means of restoration, during both 
treatment and exercise. 

an athlete’s treatment and recovery is our 
main task at the Swiss Olympic Medical Cen-
ter, and the Swiss Olympic Committee controls 
this activity because they trust us with their best 
athletes. The Swiss Olympic Medical Center is a 
prestigious brand and a guarantee. Many large, 

wealthy clinics hope to achieve the same status 
that we have, but they lack deep specialist knowl-
edge of sports medicine, of long-term practice in 
treating athletes, and in specialized sports phys-
iotherapy or infrastructure. You cannot buy this 
badge, you have to earn it through good quality 
work and experience. 

Sometimes it is difficult to get access to our 
clinic. according to the rules of the Swiss Olym-
pic Medical Centers, we must admit all athletes 
that are sent to us by the Swiss Olympic Feder-
ation within 24 hours. Therefore, sometimes we 
have backlogs when we cannot find time to ad-
mit other patients at their exact desired time. 
But we always try to find a good solution for 
everyone. 

– It is said that even the top public officials go 
to you. 

– I cannot comment on this, as I do not have 
the right, and we must protect the privacy of our 
clients, who appreciate anonymity. 

Christian 
schlegel MD

Dr. Schlegel has a great deal of experi-
ence in preparing athletes for interna-

tional contests. Since 2005, he has been 
working in Bad Ragaz as head of the 

Swiss Olympic Medical Center. Chris-
tian Schlegel was chief doctor in sports 
medicine for the Swiss National Olympic 
winter team for eight years (2006-2014). 
Dr. Schlegel’s Swiss Medical Association 

specialization is in physical medicine 
and rehabilitation with a subspecialty in 
sports medicine, manual medicine and 

mountain medicine.

sport
an athlete’s treat-
ment and recovery 

is the main task 
at the Swiss olym-

pic medical Cen-
ter, and the Swiss 

olympic Commit-
tee controls this 

activity. 

SwiSS doctorS |  grand resOrt Bad ragaZ

AreAs 
of speciAlizAtion
the swiss olympic Medical 
center, managed by Doctors 
christian schlegel and chris-
tian Hoppe, specializes in diag-
nostics, therapy and post-op-
erative care, and, thanks to the 
myriad of specialists working 
there, is considered to be one 

of the most authoritative clin-
ics in switzerland in the field 
of preventive medicine. its 
principal activity is all-round 
support to athletes who com-
pete at international contests. 
the center has specialists in 
rheumatology, sports medi-
cine, cardiology, pulmonol-
ogy, ophthalmology, metabolic 

medicine, vascular medicine 
(arteries, veins and lymph 
glands) radiology (X-ray, ultra-
sound, mammography, Mri), 
neurologists and orthopedists. 
they provide medical exami-
nations, laboratory studies, 
orthomolecular treatment and 
sports training under the care 
of a therapist.

contAct 
DetAils
Grand resort 
Bad ragaz
swiss olimpic 
Medical center
cH-7310 Bad ragaz
tel: +41 (0)81 303 38 38
sportmed@resortragaz.ch
sportmed@resortragaz.ch



expert’s alliance for business

 

www.msmgroup.ch/ru

MSM Group AG
Stadthausstrasse 12
CH-8400 Winterthur 

Tel: +41 52 269 21 00  
info@msmgroup.ch

Business in Switzerland
 MSM Group provides integrated services and support to business for clients 
from different countries in its offices in Zurich, Winterthur and St. Moritz:

• market and legal research
• business planning, creation of companies and joint ventures
• domicile address, office rooms, workplaces
• secretarial services, call center services
• accounting, tax declarations, staff administration
• high-quality legal advice direct from experienced lawyers and attorneys with 
specialisation in businesses
• investment support and structures for asset protection, fiduciary and trust 
functions

We speak Russian and 10 other languages.
International businesses are in good hands!
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More and more people, seeking the healthy 
beauty of their hair, refuse to use 

ordinary shampoos
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)Blue ligHt to treat
erectile dySfunction

SaY nO 
TO SHamPOO

The researchers say that so far this method has worked 
in mice and there are hopes it will soon be applicable to 
humans. Human cells can be directly stimulated with light, 
triggering the necessary bodily processes.

The angewandte Chemie journal has published 
the results of experiments by a research team from 
Switzerland. They attempted to stimulate neurons 
with the help of blue light in order to treat erectile 
dysfunction. experiments have been conducted on 
male laboratory mice in which light-sensitive protein 
was transferred into the cavernous genital organs of 
male mice by means of genetic modification. Once this 
was done, the mice got an erection 55 seconds after the 
intense blue light was turned on, even in the absence of 
a mating partner.

Lausanne barbers have joined the 
No Shampoo movement, which is 
gaining strength: more and more 
people are choosing the healthy 
natural beauty of their hair and 
abandoning conventional sham-
poos. At the same time, they have 
clean rather than greasy-looking 
hair without split ends. But this 
miracle does not happen immedi-
ately. The first step is to wash your 
hair with shampoo less often than 
usual, using the least aggressive 
kind. From the very beginning, it 
is important to comb your hair in 
all directions as often as possible. 
This is in order to feed your hair 
throughout its length with sebum 
from hair roots. Shampoo is alter-
nated with cleaning conditioner 

containing soft surfactants for 
those who have dry hair. To make 
the first thirty days of the rebirth of 
your hair easier, it is recommend-
ed that you use dry shampoo in the 
form of potato starch or clay. 
After reaching the thirty-day stage, 
you can forget about shampoo and 
start washing your hair with baking 
soda and rinsing it with apple cider 
vinegar only once a week to make 
it shine. 
As for the best Lausanne hair-
dressers, they use professional 
shampoos that have almost no 
foam because they contain fewer 
sulfates. Their master plan is to 
create a bio-based product cus-
tomized for each client in the near 
future.

news
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Mike Martin, Professor of gerontopsychology at the University of Zurich, has con-
ducted research on quality of life in old age. according to this, the main influence 
on how well or how long people live is not their biology or genetics. It’s mostly 
down to lifestyle factors – so it’s about how people use their abilities, how people use 
the opportunities that are around them in their society or in their community, and 
the decisions they make about how to use them. So in that sense, people with higher 
education and higher incomes typically have more choices that they can make, and 
in many (but not all) cases that leads to a healthier, longer life. In addition, Profes-
sor Martin is convinced that training older people, including those who have mem-
ory problems, is also very important in order to maintain their physical and men-
tal abilities. Switzerland is one of the world’s top three countries (along with Japan 
and Singapore) in terms of life expectancy of men (80 years) and women (86 years) 

tHe doctor in your SmartpHone

Swiss molecular biologists have conducted 
a study which could completely change the 

general perception of bio-informational inheri-
tance. They have found a competitive DNA cell. 

Most living things on Earth reproduce sexu-
ally, including humans. They get centrioles 

(the cellular structures that control the cell di-
vision processes) as a patrilineal feature, and 
mitochondria and most of the organelles as a 
matrilineal feature. It was believed earlier that 
centrioles worked as conductors of the cell di-
vision process, turning halves into individual 

cells. It was believed that they would take away 
the chromosomes and would then self-destruct.  
Pierre Gönczy from the Swiss Federal Institute 
of Technology in Lausanne performed numer-
ous experiments and observed the process of 

reproduction of Caenorhabditis Elegans (nema-
tode roundworms) at a cellular level. He con-

cluded that centrioles also serve as a means of 
bio-information transfer. Scientists claim that 

these cells may significantly affect the early de-
velopment of the embryo and the unilateral in-

heritance of information.

New tele-medicine centers appear on a 
regular basis in Switzerland. Those who 
don’t have much time or whose movements 
are limited can consult a doctor in a virtual 
office at a convenient time. The meeting is 
held in the form of a videoconference.

Even given the risk of being diagnosed 
wrongly due to the lack of real contact with 
a patient, online consultations are indis-
pensable in emergency cases.
Confidentiality is guaranteed through a se-
cure connection during virtual communica-
tion between a doctor and a patient. Such a 
visit is often covered by medical insurance 
on the same terms as a real visit to the 
doctor’s office. 
After that, a patient gets a medical cer-
tificate or a prescription sent to their 
smartphone or computer. Also, you can 
order drugs that will be delivered to an 
address specified by the patient on the 
website.

new dna reSearcH

active people live longer

news

gadget 
lenses
Swiss scientists, in collaboration with 
colleagues from the United States, have 
developed contact lenses that have tele-
scopic abilities and can let one zoom 
in on things. The contact lenses will be 
able to magnify vision three-fold. The 
contact lenses, it is hoped, will aid indi-
viduals with impaired vision in the long 
term. Controlled via winking, these 
lenses are the first of their kind and 
have a super thin telescope that switch-
es into action when the wearer uses 
their right eye to wink.

With reference to the following websites: www.swissinfo.ch, www.swiss-rus.ru, www.korrespondent.net, www.nashagazeta.ch
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BEST IN CLASS 
All SLH member clinics put the wellbeing and indi-
vidual needs of their patients well and truly first. In 
addition to their expertise and experience, the 
physicians, nursing staff and specialist therapists 
at these hospitals are committed to spending time 
with each patient to make sure they feel as well as 
possible. 

Ultimately the clearest sign of an outstanding clinic 
will be satisfied patients with smiling faces. But this 
is something very personal and hard to measure. 
Reliably rating the quality of a clinic also means 
looking at other, more tangible indicators, including 
its ability to provide high-end medical treatment, 
professional nursing, individual care, a friendly and 
pleasant atmosphere, and an outstanding infra-
structure. But the promise of quality isn’t enough: a 
clinic also has to keep the promises it makes. Clin-
ics with THE SWISS LEADING HOSPITALS (SLH) 
seal of quality deliver on their promise.

OUR UNIQUE LEVEL OF QUALITY 
What enables member clinics to achieve a unique 
level of quality is the framework of criteria and 
standards developed by SLH on the basis of the 
EFQM (European Foundation for Quality Man-
agement) model. Clinics have to meet very strict 
quality requirements – and assure end-to-end 
compliance through systematic quality manage-

ment, independent assessments, and regular 
requalification tests. The reward for actively putting 
this philosophy into practice is enhanced patient 
satisfaction, shorter stays in hospital, and better 
capacity utilization – all of which adds up to costs 
that are below the average for Switzerland. This in 
turn creates trust, the basis of successful care and 
treatment. 

A WORLDWIDE CONNECTION 
The Swiss quality embodied in THE SWISS LEA-
DING HOSPITALS has a signal effect that can 
also resonate internationally. From the very outset, 
the founders had a vision of taking the SLH prom-
ise of quality beyond the borders of Switzerland.  

The first step was the admission of JSK Medicina 
in Moscow and RAK Hospital in the United Arab 
Emirates. We are keen to continue this develop-
ment, and look forward to enquiries from high-
quality clinics outside Switzerland. 

WITH FACILITIES ALL OVER SWITZERLAND, THE SWISS LEADING HOSPITALS ARE THE 
ONLY INDEPENDENT GROUP OF CLINICS IN THE COUNTRY TO OFFER THE ENTIRE 
RANGE OF MEDICAL CARE. WITH STRONG LOCAL ROOTS, MEMBER CLINICS ARE IDE-
ALLY POSITIONED TO RESPOND TO THE NEEDS OF THE MARKET. THEY MUST BE PRI-
VATELY OWNED AND IN GOOD FINANCIAL HEALTH, AND ENJOY A VERY GOOD REPU-
TATION. 

THE SWISS LEADING HOSPITALS
A SIGN OF QUALITY
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1. Geneva University Hospitals 
(HUG)

2. Clinique Générale-Beaulieu

3. Hôpital de La Tour

4. Lausanne University Hospital

5. Clinic Lémanic

6. Biotonus

7. Lonhea Alpine Clinic

8. Leukerbad Clinic

9. Berne University Hospital

10. The Sonnenhof Hospitals Berne

11. Basel University Hospital

12. Merian Iselin

13. LucerneHealth

14. University Children’s Hospital 
Zurich

15. University Hospital Zurich

16. Balgrist University Hospital

17. Medical Wellness at the Dolder 
Grand

18. The Kusnacht Practice

19. Oberwaid Kurhaus & Medical 

Center

20. Grand Resort Bad Ragaz + 

Medical Health Center

21. Clinic Valens

22. Spital Davos

23. Spital Oberengadin

swisshealth  |  memBers
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Balgrist University 
Hospital
Balgrist University hos-
pital is one of the world’s 
leading highly special-
ized centers that focuses 
on first-class diagnostics, 
treatment and rehabilita-
tion of patients with differ-
ent traumas of the loco-
motor apparatus.

Balgrist university 
Hospital
forchstrasse 340
ch-8008 Zürich 
tel: +41 (0)44 386 11 11 
e-mail: info@balgrist.ch
www.balgrist.ch

BiotonUs
the private clinic offers 
unique anti-aging and de-
tox procedures, weight 
reduction programs, treat-
ment of stress and depres-
sive conditions, medical 
diseases, as well as the 
therapy of different kinds 
of addictions.

clinic Biotonus
rue Bon port 27 
ch-1820 montreux 
tel: +41 21 966 58 58 
fax: +41 21 966 58 07 
e-mail: clinic@biotonus.ch
www.biotonus.ch

CliniC Bad ragaz
grandresort Badragaz 
has many years of experi-
ence in patients rehabilita-
tion. thermal water from 
the nearby tamina gorge, 
known for its curative 
properties, is used here 
for rehabilitation.

clinic 
Bad ragaz
ch-7310 Bad ragaz
tel: +41 81 303 38 38
toll-free: 00800 80 12 11 10
e-mail: 
medizin@resortragaz.ch 
www.reha-badragaz.ch

CliniC lÉmaniC
the europe’s leading clin-
ic for dermatology, laser 
therapy and plastic sur-
gery. established by doc-
tor veronique emmeneg-
ger and mr. darrell 
Jacobs in 1998, it spe-
cializes in skin health and 
beauty, irrespective of pa-
tients’ age.

clinic lémanic
avenue de la gare 2
ch-1003 lausanne 
tel: +41 21 321 20 83 
e-mail: 
info@cliniclemanic.ch
www.cliniclemanic.ch

CliniqUe 
gÉnÉrale-BeaUlieU
a private clinic in gene-
va whose motto is «Be-
ing ahead mainly by re-
specting Other people». 
the clinique generale-
Beaulieu states its aim 
as being to provide the 
most efficient treatment to 
patients.

clinique 
générale-Beaulieu
chemin Beau-soleil
ch-1206 genéve 
tel: +41 (0)22 839 55 55 
e-mail: 
emelik@beaulieu.ch
www.beaulieu.ch

geneva 
University Hospi-
tals (HUg)
first-class medical care 
in the world’s smallest 
capital. geneva Universi-
ty hospitals (hUg) were 
established in 1995 and 
are proud of age-old sci-
entific and medical tra-
ditions. geneva Univer-
sity hospitals and the 
medical department of 
geneva University con-
duct currently important 
joint research into health 
matters.

geneva university 
Hospitals (Hug)
rue gabrielle-perret- 
entil 4
ch-1211 genéve 
tel: +41 (0)22 372 81 88 
e-mail: reservation.
secteurprive@hcuge.ch
www.hug-ge.ch

KliniKen valens
the leading rehabilitation 
center in switzerland that 
specializes in treatment of 
functional damage of the 
nervous system and the 
locomotor apparatus, and 
also on post-operational 
treatment of oncological 
diseases.

Kliniken Valens
ch-7317 valens 
tel: +41 81 303 11 11
e-mail: 
info@klinik-valens.ch
www.klinik-valens.ch

Hôpital de la toUr
an emergency medical 
aid institution with 165 
beds, a few minutes drive 
from the center of geneva 
and geneva international 
airport. the world-class 
hospital constantly in-
creases and maintains a 
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high level of medical staff 
competence.

Hôpital de la tour
avenue J.-d.-maillard 3
ch-1217 meyrin
tel: +41 22 719 65 49
fax: +41 22 719 61 73
e-mail: latour@latour.ch
www.la-tour.ch

leUKerBad CliniC
an advanced medical in-
stitution transforms ev-
eryday life of their pa-
tients by providing deluxe 
rooms.

leukerbad clinic
ch-3954 leukerbad
tel: +41 27 472 51 11
fax: +41 27 472 52 30
e-mail: info@leukerbad-
clinic.ch
www.leukerbadclinic.ch

lonHea 
alpine CliniC
a private health institution 
that can boast its unique 
home environment.
lonhea alpine clinic is the 
achievement of doctor mi-
chael goley and a team of 

motivated hotel business 
specialists who managed 
to create an ideal ‘health 
corner’.

lonhea 
alpine clinic
avenue centrale 85
ch-1884 villars-sur-Ollon
tel: +41 24 495 38 88
e-mail: 
info@lonhea.com
www.lonhea.com

lUCerneHealtH
the leading expert center 
of switzerland with excel-
lent medical services and 
well-qualified personnel.

lucerneHealth
hirschengraben 43
ch-6003 luzern 
tel: +41 41 210 35 00
e-mail: 
info@lucernehealth.com
www.lucernehealth.com

mediCal Wellness 
at tHe dolder grand
private medical practice. 
a medical wellness center 
founded by doctors who 
possess a professional 

competence and know-
how covering all aspects 
of aesthetic surgery, 
medical examinations 
and independent medical 
opinions. 

private 
practice 
at the dolder grand
Kurhausstrasse 65
ch-8032 Zürich
tel: +41 44 456 64 00
e-mail: 
spa@thedoldergrand.com
www.aestheticlink.ch 

merian 
iselin
an Orthopedic and sur-
gery center in northwest 
switzerland with over 100 
contractually employed 
medical practitioners en-
ables each patient to 
choose their doctor and 
opt for the best individual 
treatment.

merian 
iselin
Föhrenstrasse 2
Сh-4009 Basel
tel: +41 61 305 11 11
e-mail: 
medical@merianiselin.ch
www.merianiselin.ch

oBerWaid – 
KUrHaUs & mediCal 
Center
the work of the clinic 
is based on the latest 
achievements in preven-
tative and rehabilitation 
medicine, psychic health 
and treatment of diseas-
es related to metabolic 
disturbances (nutritional 
medicine, endocrinology, 
diabetology).

you can take an urgent 
check-up at the clinic and 
be consulted by its best 
specialists.

oberwaid – Kurhaus 
& medical center
rorschacher strasse 311
ch-9016 st. gallen
tel: +41 71 282 00 00
e-mail: info@oberwaid.ch
www.oberwaid.ch

spital davos
regional hospital: com-
petent medical service 
in a relaxed and healthy 
atmosphere of the swiss 
alps. spital davos is one 
of the state-of-the-art 
hospitals in switzerland. 
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its staff members use the 
most advanced technolo-
gies and latest treatment 
options. a profession-
al team of doctors and 
about 300 qualified em-
ployees take care of the 
patients’ individual needs 
and their quick recov-
ery. the key asset of the 
hospital is a high level of 
professional competence 
that goes with individual 
services in a quiet and 
relaxed atmosphere of 
the swiss alps. 

Spital davos
promenade 4
ch-7270 davos 
tel: +41 81 414 88 88 
e-mail: 
info@spitaldavos.ch
www.spitaldavos.ch

spital oBerengadin

an ultramodern clinic 
that closely cooperates 
with university centers 
of switzerland offers a 
wide range of medical 
services. well-qualified 
doctors and medical staff 
take care of well-being 
and individual needs of 
each patient.

Spital oberengadin
via nouva 3
ch-7503 samedan
tel: +41 (0) 81 851 81 11
e-mai: 
direktion@spital.net
www.spital-oberengadin.ch 

tHe KüsnaCHt 
praCtiCe
the world’s most exclu-
sive and efficient thera-
peutic center that helps 
eliminate alcoholic and 
drug addiction and de-
pressive conditions.

the Küsnacht 
practice
rotfluhstrasse 91
ch-8702 Zollikon
tel: +41 43 541 11 52
e-mail: info@kus-
nachtpractice.ch
www.kusnachtpractice.ch

tHe sonnenHof 
Hospitals Berne
the hospital boasts a 
homelike and relaxed at-
mosphere, state-of-the-
art equipment, the high-
est standards of medical 

services and a systems 
approach to patients 
treatment. 

the Sonnenhof 
Hospitals Berne
Buchserstrasse 30 
ch-3006 Bern 
tel: +41 (0) 31 358 11 11 
e-mail: marinahaueter@
sonnenhof.ch
www.sonnenhof.ch

University 
CHildren’s 
Hospital züriCH 
the europe’s leading cen-
ter of pediatric and teen-
ager medicine.

university children’s 
Hospital Zürich
steinwiesenstrasse 75
ch-8032 Zürich 
tel: +41 44 266 71 11
e-mail: 
info@kispi.uzh.ch
www.kispi.uzh.ch 

University 
Hospital 
Basel
high-class medicine and 
professional compe-

tence.Basel University 
hospital unites about 50 
clinics, polyclinics and 
institutes that work in 
close cooperation with 
each other. 

university 
Hospital Basel
hebelstrasse 32
ch-4031 Basel 
tel: +41 (0) 61 265 31 10 
e-mail: 
international@uhbs.ch
www.unispital-basel.ch

University 
Hospital 
züriCH 
Zurich University hospital, 
one of the europe’s larg-
est and major hospitals. 
the hospital gained recog-
nition thanks to achieve-
ments in healthcare, re-
search, education and 
attending to severely ill 
patients.

university 
Hospital Zürich 
raemistrasse 100
ch-8091 Zürich
tel: +41 44 255 54 54
e-mail: 
international@usz.ch
www.en.usz.ch 
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mandarin oriental 
geneVa 
Quai turrettini 1
ch-1201 Genève
tel. +41 22 909 00 00
www.mandarinoriental.com/ 
geneva 

Beau-riVage palace 
lauSanne
place du port 17-19
ch-1000 lausanne 
tel: +41 21 613 34 04
www.brp.ch

BELLEVUE PALACE
Kochergasse 3-5
ch-3000 Bern
tel: +41 31 320 45 45
www.bellevue-palace.ch

ScHweiZerHof Bern 
Bahnhofplatz 11
ch-3001 Bern
tel: +41 31 326 80 80
www.schweizerhof-bern.ch

grand Hotel 
leS troiS roiS BaSel 
Blumenrain 8 
ch-4001 Basel 
tel: +41 61 260 50 31 
www.lestroisrois.com

palace luZern 
haldenstrasse 10
ch-6002 luzern
tel: +41 416 16 16
www.palace-luzern.ch 

Hotel 
Villa Honegg
Ennetbürgen-Luzern 
ch-6373
tel: +41 41 618 32 00
www.villa-honegg.ch

economics & trade

federal department
of foreign affairS
Bundesgasse 32
ch-3003 Bern
tel. +41 (0)800 24-7-365
helpline@eda.admin.ch
www.eda.admin.ch

tourism

SwitZerland 
touriSm
p.O. Box 695
ch-8027 Zurich
info@myswitzerland.com
t +800 100 200 29 
(free-phone)
www.myswitzerland.com

transport

SwiSS
international 
air lineS ltd.
Obstgartenstrasse 25
ch-8302 Kloten
Zurich 
www.swiss.com 

SwiSS 
traVel SyStem (StS)
swiss travel system ag
limmatstrasse 23
ch-8021 Zürich
tel. +41 44 225 80 48 
www.swisstravelsystem.com

Hotels

Hotel BriStol geneVa
10, rue du mont-Blanc 
ch-1201 Genève
tel: +41 22 716 57 00
www.bristol.ch 
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alden luXury Suite Hotel 
splgenstrasse 2
ch-8002 Zürich 
tel: +41 44 289 99 99
www.alden.ch

tHe dolder grand ZuricH
Kurhausstrasse 65 
ch-8032 Zürich 
tel: +41 44 456 60 00
www.thedoldergrand.com

parK Hyatt züriCH 
Beethovenstrasse 21
ch-8002 Zürich 
tel: +41 44 883 12 34
www.zurich.park.hyatt.ch

StorcHen züriCH
weinplatz 2
ch-8001 Zürich
tel. +41 44 227 27 00
www.storchen.ch 

Kulm Hotel St. moritZ
via veglia 18
ch-7500 st. moritz
tel: +41 81 836 80 00
www.kulm.com 

grand reSort 
Bad ragaZ
ch-7310 
Bad ragaz
tel: +41 81 303 30 30
www.resortragaz.ch

grand Hote 
KronenHof
via maistra 130
ch-7504 pontresina
tel: +41 81 830 30 30
www.kronenhof.com 

griScHa – daS 
Hotel daVoS
talstrasse 3 
ch-7270 davos platz
tel: +41 81 414 97 97
www.hotelgrischa.ch

Jewellery & Bijouterie

BucHerer 
schwanenplatz 5 
ch-6002 luzern 
tel. +41 41 369 77 00
www.bucherer.com 
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